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Abstract
In the Prologue to her Lais, Marie de France hints that her text possesses multiple layers of
meaning: “The custom among the ancients…was to speak quite obscurely / in the books they
wrote, / so that those who were to come after / and study them / might gloss the letter / and
supply its significance from their own wisdom” (9, 11-16). Critics who study the Lais agree that
the tales overwhelmingly focus on romantic love, and most of the existing scholarship overlooks
the fact that this theme is merely one layer of the text’s significance. To the contrary, this study
examines three particular lais and the biblical elements within them in order to clarify Marie’s
true aim in her text: to show divine love is superior to flawed human love. Guigemar, Equitan,
and Eliduc all present courtly romances that expose the protagonists’ spiritual deficiencies.
Guigemar’s liaison with a married woman is characterized by selfishness and lust; and the lai’s
biblical motifs, including talking animals, a ship that rescues, and references to Solomon, hint at
the existence of a more profound love than that found in physical affection. Equitan, a king, has
an affair with his seneschal’s wife and plots the man’s murder, mirroring the biblical account of
David and Bathsheba. Whereas David confesses and finds forgiveness, Equitan dies with his
sins, allowing Marie to insist that the type of love that saves David from himself—divine love—
is the highest type. Eliduc, torn between two women, is the picture of pride and selfcenteredness. In the end, though, the love demonstrated by his soul-like wife moves both him
and his lover to a renewed bond with God that transcends romance. In conclusion, Marie’s
depiction of courtly love scenarios consistently shows those relationships to be flawed. In fact,
all human relationships in the Lais are imperfect. Only with God can people experience a perfect
love, one that moves them to charity and selflessness. By employing elements from the biblical
text in her Lais, Marie points her readers to this higher love.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Exposition includes three things: the letter, the sense, and the inner meaning. The letter is
the fit arrangement of words, which we also call construction; the sense is a certain ready
and obvious meaning which the letter presents on the surface; the inner meaning is the
deeper understanding which can be found only through interpretation and commentary.
Among these, the order of inquiry is first the letter, then the sense, and finally the inner
meaning. And when this is done, the exposition is complete. (Hugh of Saint-Victor 92)
It is thus that Hugh of Saint-Victor, writing in the twelfth century, explains how one should read
and study any work of literature. Texts are to be understood at more than their literal level.
Furthermore, in his Didascalicon, Hugh states that it is necessary for those who study anything
to possess natural endowment, continually practice the use of it, and discipline themselves in
living according to the wisdom they have acquired: “By natural endowment is meant that they
must be able to grasp easily what they hear and to retain firmly what they grasp; by practice is
meant that they must cultivate by assiduous effort the natural endowment they have; and by
discipline is meant that, by leading a praiseworthy life, they must combine moral behavior with
their knowledge” (90-91). Hence, study is a deliberate and vigorous activity inseparable from
morality and responsibility.
Marie de France similarly references a multi-level approach to reading and interpreting
literature in the Prologue to the Lais: “The custom among the ancients— / as Priscian testifies—
/ was to speak quite obscurely / in the books they wrote, / so that those who were to come after /
and study them / might gloss the letter / and supply its significance from their own wisdom” (916). 1 She also reminds her readers of how past “philosophers” approached texts: “they
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understood among themselves / that the more time they spent, / the more subtle their minds
would become / and the better they would know how to keep themselves / from whatever was to
be avoided” (17-22). Marie, then, like Hugh of Saint-Victor, urges readers to engage in careful
exposition in order to fully comprehend her stories. Additionally, Marie remarks that “He who
would guard himself from vice / should study and understand / and begin a weighty work / by
which he might keep vice at a distance, / and free himself from great sorrow. / That’s why I
began to think / about composing some good stories” (23-29). The tales related in the Lais are
not merely romances meant to entertain casual readers. Rather, they are intended to propel their
audience to a higher ethical level. In fact, as D. W. Robertson, Jr., asserts, readers have the
responsibility to seek out the “doctrinal content” in the Lais because in the Prologue Marie
clearly encourages her audience to uncover a deeper spiritual level in her works that will teach
them how to avoid what is wrong and seek out what is good (“Marie” 338).
The conundrum for readers, however, is that the Lais overwhelmingly deal with human
love—often within extramarital sexual relationships—and do not present much spiritually
focused content—at least, superficially. With this focus on love, Marie does not differ from other
medieval writers in her choice of subject matter; and while much study has concentrated on the
perspective on love (courtly or otherwise) portrayed in the Lais, many critics have reached
different conclusions about Marie’s main point. For instance, Thomas D. Watts, Jr., states, “She
advocates a concept of love which embraces deeper, affective notions like sincerity, selflessness,
the inevitability of pain in love, and at the same time the ability of true love to cause miracles”
(249). By contrast, S. Foster Damon observes, “No elaborate formality confused her; no
intoxicating ideal fooled her. Real love interested her above all things; true lovers always had her
sympathy. But love was not inevitably the source of all good: it might elevate, it could also
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brutalize” (968-69). Thus, for Marie, love is not simple, nor is it the cure for every malady and
the solution to every dilemma. However, while the Lais present love as complicated, fierce, and
one of the greatest powers on earth, love between people is ultimately and always shown as
imperfect. Moreover, the flawed human love presented in Marie’s Lais should ideally drive
people (both characters and readers) toward the highest love—the one they can only experience
with God.
Not much critical attention has been paid to the presence of divine love in the Lais.
Hence, this study will add to the existing scholarship on love in the Lais by examining Marie’s
use of biblical elements and demonstrating her portrayal of divine relationship as the ultimate
form of love. Of course, Marie is also not alone among medieval writers in her employment of
biblical stories and themes. Judith Rice Rothschild notes, “Marie is primarily a consummate
teller of tales, who selects her varied narrative materials from various contexts, including the
religious, as she sees fit. As an artist existing within a Christian culture, Marie de France
appropriates many elements from it for her particular artistic purposes” (“Clerics” 25).
Christianity permeated the culture of the Middle Ages; thus, medieval people were accustomed
to its presence in every aspect of their lives—including what they read and heard recited.
However, in the Lais, Marie takes a different approach to using familiar scriptural elements. As
Joan Brumlik points out about Marie’s narrative style in general, “Her procedure is to introduce a
motif or a theme for which the audience has fairly precise expectations. Before these
expectations are realized, she shifts to another motif or theme, for which the audience has quite
different expectations” (10). Damon concurs that Marie’s alteration of common imagery allows
her to develop the point she wants to promote in her work: “Now when a writer uses well-known
themes, his art lies in subtilizing the original or in varying from it. The variation is in itself an
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emphasis” (972). Marie is a master at adopting and adjusting another writer’s work in order to
make a point in her own text; and her incorporation of biblical elements (in their manipulated
and reshaped forms) emphasizes that through repentance, redemption, and renewal, humanity
can reach the highest form of love—which is not the courtly love variety found in most romances
of the time, but a deeper, more fulfilling spiritual union between the soul and God. It takes Marie
the entire collection of lais, beginning with Guigemar and finishing with Eliduc, to arrive at this
point; but when she does, she offers both her characters and her readers an alternative to courtly
love and a means by which to attain true love. For, by the close of Eliduc, she has moved her
characters through the fire of romantic, physical desire to the bliss of devotion to the God who
has graciously forgiven their weaknesses and renewed their focus on higher things.
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Chapter 2: Guigemar
If one accepts the order of Marie’s Lais as found in Harley MS 978, then Guigemar
comes first in the collection, making it crucial to our understanding of the stories that follow.
Like the rest of the lais, Guigemar deals with the topic of love; but unlike many of its successors,
Guigemar does not focus exclusively on one manifestation of love. Rather, this lai is a mélange
of love tropes and relationships through which every aspect of human love is explored very
quickly. Not only that, but in Guigemar Marie also employs elements of several scriptural stories
and borrows heavily from the language and imagery of the Song of Solomon. Although she does
not completely make the point here that the highest type of love achievable for each person is
divine in nature, she lays the foundation for the development and establishment of this claim in
the lais that follow, namely in Equitan and Eliduc.
Marie begins her tale about a knight and his struggles by providing a brief family
background for the protagonist Guigemar. The hero is the product of Oridial, a “worthy and
valiant knight,” and his nameless wife (Guigemar 33). The couple also have a daughter,
Noguent. Both children are exceptional: Noguent is “beautiful”; and as for Guigemar, “There
[isn’t] a more handsome youngster in the kingdom” (35, 38). Their parents are devoted to them.
Thus, in the first few lines of her opening lai, Marie presents her readers with an example of
marital love and a demonstration of parental love. Both types seem to be positive, yet there are
small hints that even these commendable affections are not without flaws.
While introducing this close-knit family, Marie notes how Oridial, Guigemar’s father,
was on “very intimate terms with his lord,” Hoel, the ruler of Brittany (32 emphasis mine). This
phrase could merely imply that Oridial enjoyed a trusted position among his lord’s vassals; yet
considering that Guigemar is also later depicted as rather effeminate, it is possible that Oridial is
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not only the lover of his wife (a union which successfully produces children), but is engaged in a
sexual relationship with his lord as well—which would mean that the marital love between
Guigemar’s parents is tainted by infidelity, to say nothing of homosexuality.
Similarly, the affection Guigemar’s parents lavish on him is problematic. Their love
borders on excessive—similar to that of the father in Les Deus Amanz, who loves his daughter so
much that he requires her suitors to perform an arduous task in order to win her hand. Marie
states that Guigemar’s “mother had a wonderful love for him, / and his father a great devotion,”
such that it is difficult for them to be separated from their son (39-40). Oridial struggles with
sending Guigemar away to serve their king, only relinquishing his son to his future as a knight
“when he could bring himself to part with the boy” (41). When Guigemar becomes successful
and is “at the height of his fame,” he returns home for a lengthy visit with his parents, sister, and
lord, “all of whom [are] most eager to see him” (69, 73). Familial love is essentially positive, but
Guigemar’s parents’ love for him nearly causes them to risk his future and deny their king the
service of a talented young knight.
Although Guigemar is eventually successful and everyone loves him and approves of his
“intelligen[ce] and brav[ery],” he exhibits a characteristic that causes others to express concern
for him (43). Marie explains the knight’s flaw: “But in forming him nature had so badly erred /
that he never gave any thought to love” (57-58). Although every woman in the world would have
“willingly granted [Guigemar] her love, / had he asked her for it,” and “many maids [ask] him”
for his love, Guigemar fails to be “interested in such things” (61-64). He simply gives no
evidence of “the slightest desire to love” (66). In fact, when Guigemar becomes a knight, the
king gives him “luxurious armor,” which is “exactly what [Guigemar] desired” (48). But, armor
is intended to protect the wearer’s body. Guigemar, neglecting to pursue women, nonetheless
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finds himself chased by women and longs for something solid to place between himself and his
amorous attackers.
Ironically, the only thing that Guigemar loves is hunting, an activity with parallels in
human courtship, yet considerably more violent—and one for which he is suddenly “seized” with
passion during his visit home (76). This spur to chase after animal prey seems to arise out of
nowhere, and Guigemar makes no attempt to quash the feeling. Instead, he “summon[s] his
companions in arms,” and the “next morning he set[s] out for the woods to indulge in the sport
that [gives] him much pleasure” (77, 79-80). This hobby is a cheap substitute for romantic love;
and “both friends and strangers / [give Guigemar] up for lost,” believing he will never succumb
to the charms of a woman (67-68). There is a suggestion here that Guigemar’s indifference to
women’s company and affections stems from his being homosexual. Indeed, the text is clear that
Guigemar prefers to spend time with his male hunting companions—it is with them that he
experiences “pleasure” (80). Of course, it is also possible that Guigemar’s lack of sexual interest
in women is merely an indication of his immaturity: He relishes the fraternal love of his
comrades because he is young and has hitherto been preoccupied with building his reputation as
a knight and honing his military skills. Then again, Marie notes that when Guigemar’s “time of
probation” reaches completion, he is “mature in body and mind,” implying once more that the
new knight’s preference for male companionship is not entirely due to his youth (45-46).
Confusion about Guigemar’s sexuality is reinforced when he encounters a bizarre animal
while on his hunting trip at home: “In the thickest part of a great bush / Guigemar [sees] a hind
with a fawn; / a completely white beast, / with deer’s antlers on her head” (89-92). The hind is
described with a mixture of female, male, and supernatural characteristics: it is a mother to the
aforementioned fawn, it has the antlers of a stag, and it is abnormally white in color. This
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androgynous hind may represent Guigemar himself and the sexual turmoil within him.2 He is not
attracted to women; but there is great pressure on him as an only son to marry and produce heirs
who can inherit his father’s estate, continue the family name, and provide service to their lord. If
Guigemar’s feelings about love are homosexual in nature, his strong familial ties will be sorely
tested. Would his parents still adore him and his lord esteem him if he refused to produce an heir
to his father’s estate? The answer to this question is doubtful as Guigemar’s choosing to forever
neglect women would bring dishonor to his family and lord.
Overeager to “fire some arrows,” Guigemar shoots the hind that is his double, despite her
obvious maternal status and near-magical physical appearance (87). Robert Hanning sees this act
(and the hunting expedition in general) as an indication of Guigemar’s “way of extending his
lordship over nature…[as part of a] life that revolves around mastery” (147). Guigemar, in
Hanning’s opinion, cannot love a woman because such a relationship would require him to
exercise “mutual dependence” on another person, which would not be in conformity with his
“trajectory of dominance” (147). After Guigemar shoots, however, his life of independence
changes. His arrow “[strikes the hind] in the breastbone,” felling the magnificent creature; but
then “the arrow [rebounds]” and “[gives] Guigemar such a wound…that he [has] to dismount”
(Guigemar 95, 97-98, 100). The arrow penetrates his “thigh,” a euphemism for the male groin
(99). Valorie Worthy concludes, “It is clear that this wound is linked with the erotic powers of
the man”—which is ironic given Guigemar’s disinclination for romantic love up until this point
(61). As Emanuel J. Mickel, Jr., observes, Guigemar’s wound is “actually self-inflicted,
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In another sense, the hind can be viewed as an image of filial love since she is accompanied by
a fawn. Thus, the hero’s killing her could be seen as parallel to someone killing his own mother
and father (because the hind exhibits both male and female characteristics). If the hind is viewed
as a parental figure, she could imply Guigemar’s need to cut “childish” ties with his doting
parents in order to progress into adulthood and open himself up to a romantic relationship.
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reflecting his own failure to love another” (“Marie” 274). Hanning concurs that “Guigemar, the
hunter, becomes the prey—his own prey, in effect,” while the young knight experiences a
dramatic power reversal between himself and the hind (148). His wound forces him to lie on the
ground next to the creature he has shot.
Both writhe in agony, but it is the hind who has the power of speech, not Guigemar. The
prophetic words the hind utters (which are, in essence, a curse) emphasize the mandatory change
that Guigemar must make in how he views women—and in how he attempts to dominate those
around him. She declares that the knight’s “destiny” will be to “never get medicine for [his]
wound…until a woman heals [him] / one who will suffer, out of love for [him] / pain and grief /
such as no woman ever suffered before” (Guigemar 108-09, 114-17). Guigemar himself will
suffer as the woman does, forced into a posture of humility at both the prospect of having to
change his ways of hostility toward love and because of his newly mandated dependence on
another person (and a woman, at that). Not surprisingly, the knight is “dismayed” at this turn of
fortune foretold by the hind (124).
The presence in the lai of an animal that speaks a warning to someone in danger of not
fulfilling his obligations would surely have reminded Marie’s readers of Balaam’s donkey as
well as the serpent in the Garden of Eden. When Balaam sets out to curse God’s people, his
donkey, “seeing the angel standing in the way, with a drawn sword,” attempts several times to
dissuade Balaam from his chosen path (Num. 22:23). 3 By doing so, the donkey, in effect, warns
the pagan prophet in order to discourage him from offending God; and when the animal speaks,
she addresses Balaam’s mistreatment of her: “What have I done to thee?” (Num. 22:28).
Similarly, the words spoken by the hind in Guigemar include recognition of the knight’s guilt in
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killing her: “And you, vassal, who wounded me…” (107). The hind’s use of “vassal” to address
Guigemar implies a superior status on her part: He may be the knight, but she, as an enchanted
being, has the advantage. The arrow with which Guigemar shot her returns to wound him.
Whether that implies some magical power on the part of the hind is unclear, but it indicates the
truth of what Marie writes later in Equitan: “He who plans evil for another / may have that evil
rebound back on him” (309-10). Guigemar is unwise to shoot at a supernatural creature—let
alone at a hind with a fawn. For that reason, the hind curses him for his cruel deed, foreseeing
and foretelling the suffering that he will also endure. Moreover, the hind, like Balaam’s donkey,
appears to know the weakness of the protagonist in her story: she identifies Guigemar’s failure to
engage in the social norms of human love and marriage, just as the donkey in the biblical text
recognizes Balaam’s pride and propensity to disobey God.
A second biblical parallel appears in Genesis 3, when Eve encounters a serpent that
speaks to her, slyly exposing her weakness and leading her to disobey God. The serpent appeals
to Eve’s doubts about God’s one prohibition: “Why hath God commanded you, that you should
not eat of every tree of paradise?” (Gen. 3:1). Like Guigemar’s hind, the serpent prophesies,
revealing to Eve what would happen to her and her husband Adam if they eat the fruit of the
forbidden tree: “For God doth know that in what day soever you shall eat thereof, your eyes shall
be opened: and you shall be as Gods, knowing good and evil” (Gen. 3:5). The main difference
between the serpent and the hind in the lai is that the snake deceives while the hind speaks truth.
However, both animals wish evil for their listeners—the serpent desires the first humans to
disobey their Creator, break the bond they have with Him, and be sentenced to physical and
spiritual death; the hind wants Guigemar to experience pain and a sort of living death until a
female rescuer cures him.
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The significance of the speaking animal in Guigemar being a hind (as opposed to a
donkey, a serpent, or any other creature) stems from the medieval belief that deer are the most
pious of animals. This idea in turn originates from Psalm 41:2, “As the hart panteth after the
fountains of water; so my soul panteth after thee, O God.” Such perceived dedication to God
gave rise to the notion that harts and hinds are symbolic of the human soul. Deer were also
considered the natural enemies of snakes, sniffing them out and then stomping on them—another
indication of devotion to God, given the imagery in Genesis 3:15 of the devil as a serpent whose
head will be crushed. If a deer ate a snake, according to medieval lore, it would shed its coat of
fur “and all [its] old age,” which would lend both a redemptive and an eternal element to the
characterization of deer (White 37). Additionally, deer could “shake off any arrows which they
may have received” by feeding on the plant known as dittany (White 37). In Guigemar’s pivotal
hunting scene, Marie emphasizes the severe pain an arrow inflicts on hero and hind, a hint at
both the critical condition of Guigemar’s soul and the possibility of its regeneration through an
effort to eliminate evil. There exists a hope for the dying hind (for Marie never depicts the noble
animal as dead) as well as for the loveless Guigemar, who departs at once to seek a cure for his
burning “thigh.”
Suffering from both his injury and the hind’s cruel prediction, Guigemar “be[gins] to
consider carefully / what land he might set out for / to have his wound healed”; for he has “never
seen a woman / to whom he wanted to offer his love, / nor one who could cure his pain”
(Guigemar 125-27, 130-32). In his desperation to alleviate his agony, Guigemar undergoes a
major transformation: the quest for female love now dominates all his thoughts and efforts. This
change in the knight is evident in the first command he gives to his squire immediately after the
hind finishes speaking: “Friend…go quickly! / Bring my companions back here; / I want to talk
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to them” (134-36). In truth, Guigemar no longer desires male companionship; and he uses the
few moments he is alone to flee the scene of his wounding and the hind’s assumed death,
claiming that he does not “want any of his men to come along, / who might interfere, or try to
detain him” (143-45). In a complete reversal of his character at the beginning of the lai,
Guigemar rejects the fraternal love of his men and sets out on his own to find a woman who can
heal him.
After traversing a path through a forest, Guigemar arrives at “a bay that form[s] a harbor”
in which there is a “solitary ship” (150-51). The sight causes the knight to become “troubled”
because the boat’s presence is unnatural in that place, just as the drive to seek out love with a
woman is contrary to nature’s original design for Guigemar (161). The strange but splendid
vessel is thoroughly described by Marie as “fit and ready to go, / caulked outside and in—no one
could discover a seam in its hull” (153-55). Like Guigemar, the ship is alone and closed-off. Like
the hind, the ship is abnormal. Every ship has seams, but this one appears to be made of only one
piece of wood. Furthermore, the “rail[s] and peg[s]” of its deck are “solid ebony,” its sail is “pure
silk,” and the vessel is priceless (156-57, 159). When Guigemar boards the boat, searching for
the men who must command it, he sees not a soul, finding only a bed “whose posts and frame /
[are] wrought in the fashion of Solomon” (171-72). Exhausted from the pain of his wound and
his exploration of the magical ship, Guigemar “recline[s] on the bed” (188). According to
Damon, medieval people perceived Solomon “as a pessimist, on account of Ecclesiastes; after
having been deceived by a woman, he became a woman-hater. These facts would cause the bed
to signify complete despair and chastity” (980n17). 4 Marie’s mention of the ship’s bed, then,
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Damon most likely refers here to the fact that as an older man with many wives Solomon was
led away from devotion to his God to worship foreign gods.
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references the unfaithful love a man (like Solomon) might show toward his God. Still, the
mention of Solomon also calls to mind the Song of Solomon, which celebrates faithful love
between a married couple. Thus, Marie introduces both types of love into a scene which mostly
has to do with Guigemar’s supernatural salvation: Though he indeed suffers from his wound and
his “despair,” the knight is carried by the magic boat to the lady who will cure him with her love.
Symbolically, the ship can be perceived as an indication of God’s presence, for it saves
Guigemar just as the ark rescues Noah and his family in the Hebrew Testament. The ships in
both stories are similarly constructed: “caulked outside and in” (Guigemar 154; cf. Gen. 6:14).
Guigemar has no control over the enchanted ship; it simply sails away on its own, just as the ark
does in Noah’s story after God closes its door. The ark delivers Noah and his family to the top of
Mount Ararat at which time the Flood’s survivors build an altar and praise God for their
deliverance. By contrast, Guigemar does not give thanks to God when he reaches the shore.
Instead, although he is “delighted” when “he realize[s] [he’s] come to land,” his focus is on the
lady who has come aboard the ship (Guigemar 304-05). She supplants God in Guigemar’s life. If
the thought enters the knight’s mind that this lady could also be the one whom the hind foretold
as his healer, he should be unendingly grateful to God—as are Noah and his family in Genesis 8.
This discrepancy between Guigemar’s saving ship story and Noah’s indicates a deficiency in
Guigemar’s spiritual life. 5 The knight certainly receives a salvation of sorts when he meets the
woman who heals him, but his salvation is cheap when compared to Noah’s: Guigemar finds a
romantic, physical love that lasts but a while; Noah receives life and the legacy of being the
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This spiritual lack is also evident later in the lai when Guigemar prays for a second time while
once more a passenger on the magical ship.
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father of every person to come after him. The medieval ship survivor in the lai is an image of
rote religious habit, while his biblical counterpart is an icon of committed personal devotion.
For the moment, however, Guigemar begins to panic when he discovers the ship is
“already on the high seas, / carrying him swiftly with it” (192-93). It is then that Marie
introduces God into the lai as Guigemar, in great fear, begins to “[pray] to God to watch over
him, / to use his power to bring him back to land, / and to protect him from death” (200-02).
After his supplication, Guigemar falls asleep on the beautiful bed. His ability to slumber during a
crisis at sea recalls two biblical episodes: one with Jonah and another with Jesus. Jonah, whose
story is paralleled in more detail in Marie’s final lai Eliduc, boards a ship to Tarshish to avoid
obeying God’s command to preach in Nineveh. While they are at sea, a great storm terrorizes the
sailors. During the chaos of the tempest, Jonah “[goes] down into the inner part of the ship, and
[falls] into a deep sleep” (Jon. 1:5). Whereas Guigemar prays before he sleeps, Jonah is woken
by the captain and urged to pray (which he does not do until he has been cast into the sea and
swallowed by the fish). Both Guigemar and Jonah are fleeing when they encounter difficulty
aboard a ship, and in both stories God delivers them from their distress. In the New Testament,
Jesus’ disciples panic as their vessel is caught in a storm on the Sea of Galilee. They are shocked
that Jesus is “in the hinder part of the ship, sleeping upon a pillow” and wake Him, after which
He calms the storm (Mk. 4:38). Again, God directs the sea and the ship on it, saving those in
danger. Similar to these biblical accounts, absolute desperation is what drives the knight in
Guigemar to call for God’s aid. However, unlike Jonah, Jesus, and the disciples, there is no
evidence in Guigemar’s life of a continuing relationship with God or a desire to speak with Him
when suffering or stress are absent, nor does the hero’s request to return to land and avoid death
address his real concern: finding relief from his aching wound. In short, Guigemar’s first prayer
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on the magical boat seems to stem from religious habit or lack of other options—not from a true,
deep conviction about God.
Meanwhile, prior to the knight’s arrival in her land, Guigemar’s lady endures unwanted
physical attention from her abusive husband and enjoys a bond of female friendship with the girl
who attends her. The lady’s “very aged” husband is “extremely jealous” and keeps his wife
confined to a beautiful chamber in a tower of his castle because he “hates the thought of being
cuckolded” (210, 213, 216). At the entrance to the lady’s chamber is a chapel “painted with
images all around,” the most notable of which is Venus throwing Ovid’s book, “the one in which
he instructs / lovers how to control their love,” into a fire (233, 239-40). She is also waited upon
by “an old priest, hoary with age” who “[says] mass for her / and serve[s] her her food” (255,
259-60). Just as the lady’s physical surroundings are a combination of the Christian (the chapel)
and the pagan (the Venus mural), the priest’s duties are a mix of the sacred and the secular,
providing for the satisfaction of the woman’s soul as well as her body. However, the lady is
exceedingly unhappy—neither empty religion nor the gratification of what her body requires for
survival can bring fulfillment to her life. Despite the fact that there is “great affection” between
her and her maid, the lady craves a love that her handmaiden, husband, and priest cannot provide
(250).
After awaking from her afternoon nap, the lady takes her maid and “set[s] out to amuse
herself,” whereupon she espies the ship that carries Guigemar (264). Since no one appears to be
sailing the vessel, the lady’s first instinct is to run away; and “her face [grows] red from fear”
(272). After her attendant enters the ship and informs her that there is a dead/sleeping knight
aboard, the lady eagerly declares that if the knight is still living, “he’ll tell us all about this”
(290). This odd statement seems to indicate that what the lady desires most from the knight is to
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hear a story of his adventures. But when she boards the ship herself and sees Guigemar, her
focus quickly turns to his physical attributes: “She examine[s] the knight, / lamenting his beauty
and his fine body” (295-96). She also cannot resist touching Guigemar and feeling the strong
beating of his heart, physical contact that foreshadows their affair and again indicates that both
have been lacking a much more powerful love than any other affection that is present in their
lives—romantic love.
Upon Guigemar’s awaking at her touch, the lady weeps with embarrassment (and perhaps
relief that the handsome knight is not dead), but still listens to the account of his adventures and
answers his request for information about where he is: “This is my husband’s city, / and so is the
region around it” (339-40). She then complains about her unhappy marriage and the way her
husband treats her: “he’s also terribly jealous”; “he has locked me up in this stronghold”; “I’m
shut in here night and day” (343, 345, 349). As for the priest who guards her, she desires that
God “let him burn in hell” (348). To the lady, then, God is a ruthless judge who unmercifully
gives sinners what they deserve. This is a peculiar conversation for two people who have just
met, but it emphasizes their relative newness to social interaction and their inexperience in
feeling physical attraction for the opposite sex.
Despite the initial awkwardness, the women offer Guigemar shelter and hospitality:
“We’ll be happy to put you up, / we’ll serve you willingly” (357-58). They “[bring] him water in
a golden basin, / [wash] his thigh, / and with a fine, white silk cloth / they [wipe] the blood from
his wound” (369-72). In effect, they offer Guigemar concealment and protection from the
controlling lord of the castle, the lady’s husband—two women positioning themselves in the
masculine role of defending the weak. Yet, the women’s hospitality provokes more than just
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gratitude in Guigemar; for the first time in his life, “love [strikes] him to the quick,” igniting a
passion within him for the lady who has shown such care for her unexpected guest (379). 6
The fact that the lady invites Guigemar into her lord’s castle also provides insight into
both her and Guigemar’s characters. Since in medieval literature the castle frequently represents
the soul—a fortress often “under siege by temptation and sin”—Guigemar’s entrance into the
castle (indeed, into the lady’s innermost chamber) can be seen as evidence of the future intimacy
they will share as “soul mates” (Cavill et al. 468). However, the castle here belongs to a man so
jealous that he shuts his wife up in a tower. Thus, it signifies the cold brutality at work in the
husband’s soul, as well as the lady’s vulnerability (notwithstanding the physical barriers that
surround her) to the romantic petitions of a desperate knight looking to heal his unwanted
“erotic” wound.
As soon as the possibility of romance is introduced into the lai, the lovers’ pain and
anguish also become manifest. Andreas Capellanus, in his late-twelfth-century work The Art of
Courtly Love, writes, “Love is a certain inborn suffering derived from the sight of and excessive
meditation upon the beauty of the opposite sex…That love is suffering is easy to see, for before
the love becomes equally balanced on both sides there is no torment greater, since the lover is
always in fear that his love may not gain its desire” (I.1.28). Thus, Guigemar’s distress builds
during his first night as the lady’s guest, as he wrestles to understand the new feelings within him
and wonders if the lady will reciprocate. Marie describes how “great strife [is] in his heart /
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It is interesting to note that Guigemar falls for the first woman he meets who takes upon herself
the stereotypically male duty to protect those who are weak (i.e., the wounded Guigemar).
Although later Guigemar clearly finds the lady sexually attractive as a female, the fact that her
assuming responsibility for his protection in her husband’s castle is what first attracts Guigemar
to her could lend support to the idea that Guigemar’s initial reluctance to love a woman stems
from his homosexuality.
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because the lady had wounded him so badly / that he forgot his homeland” (Guigemar 380-82).
Again, if a man’s castle is a metaphor for his soul, then the fact that Guigemar forgets his home
does not bode well for him spiritually. He has become completely detached from his soul, his
moral compass. Moreover, the suddenness of Guigemar’s ardor for the lady is remarkable,
especially in light of his previous years of ignoring romantic advances from other women. No
longer does his injured thigh dominate his thoughts and concerns, “but he sigh[s] with new
anguish,” wounded as he is by love (384). Just as nature is an outside force that originally fails to
create the desire to love within Guigemar, so also is love a separate power in its own right. It
eliminates Guigemar’s indifference and causes him even greater agony than his physical wound.
Perhaps the pain of love is more potent than any other because it affects one physically,
mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. It is contagious as well, for the lady also contracts this
ache. Both spend a restless night struggling with their new feelings and desires, the physical
conditions of their bodies exhibiting their inner torture. Guigemar’s love pangs “[drain] him of
his color,” while the girl who attends the lady instantly “notice[s] from her appearance” that her
mistress loves the mysterious knight (424, 432).
Although Guigemar does not immediately recognize the cause of his distress, he begins
to “[turn] over in his mind / [the lady’s] words and appearance, / the bright eyes, the fair mouth /
whose sweetness had touched his heart” (413-16). It is this focus on aspects of the lady’s body
that leads Guigemar to “almost [call] her his beloved” (418). The knight’s meditation on the
physical characteristics of the lady is reminiscent of her attraction to his body upon seeing him
sleeping in the ship. Guigemar and the lady know practically nothing about each other; their
romance blooms from each one’s fascination with the superficial characteristics of the other.
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Such preoccupation and delight with another’s body features very prominently in the
Song of Solomon. This biblical text has been interpreted as a celebration of married love—
especially its carnal pleasures. The two main speakers in the book, male and female, describe
their feelings for each other and the satisfaction they receive from physical intimacy. They
present love as both wonderful and dangerous (if awakened before its time and not properly
contained). In fact, love is said to be “strong as death” and its “lamps thereof are fire and flames”
(Song 8:6). Later in Marie’s lai, Guigemar and the lady repeatedly connect the concepts of love
and death; and shortly after their initial meeting, they experience a conflagration of love akin to
that mentioned in the Song of Solomon. Marie notes how when the lady’s attendant returns after
seeing to Guigemar’s comfort on his first night as their guest, she discovers the lady “also feeling
somewhat scorched / by the same fire Guigemar felt / igniting and consuming his heart”
(Guigemar 390-92). In the Middle Ages, the Song of Solomon was viewed as an allegory: the
lover who seeks the beloved is Jesus Christ pursuing the human soul, “thus making the surface
erotic love of the Song symbolic of the spiritual love of Christ for his bride, the church” (Cavill
et al. 474). Marie here again employs a biblical motif dealing with love between God and
mankind, but alters the biblical context to create irony: Song of Solomon places the fire of love
within marriage; Guigemar casts it within an extramarital affair.
Prompted by the attending girl, who encourages Guigemar to pursue the lady because
such a match would be “suitable / if both…were constant,” the knight finally confesses his
feelings: “I’m so in love with [the lady] / that if I don’t get relief soon / I’ll be in a very bad way”
(Guigemar 455-57). The “relief” Guigemar longs for is ambiguous—is it sexual, emotional, or
merely born of the need to put his doubts to rest about how the lady feels about him? It could be
all of the above. Both parties enter the conversation “very scared,” but Marie emphasizes that the
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only cure for their pain is to confess how they feel and hope the other person reciprocates those
feelings (476). She explains to her readers that “love is a wound in the body…It’s a sickness that
lasts a long time, / because it comes from nature” (483, 485-86). Again, “nature” is blamed for
the knight’s and the lady’s uncontrollable desire for each other. And, Guigemar’s bodily wound
is perhaps given a diagnosis: it is the physical manifestation of love. It is painful and difficult to
get rid of, inciting the desperation that sends Guigemar on his quest for healing and transforming
the knight’s reluctance to engage in romance into a thirst for a sexual relationship with the lady.
As “love inspires bravery in him,” Guigemar pleads with the lady to love him in order to
prevent him from dying of the pain of his passion (499). When she laughs and claims to be
unfamiliar with such a request, Guigemar makes a strange argument for why she should
acquiesce immediately. Using what appears to be faulty reasoning (or a demonstration of his
inexperience in love), the knight tells the lady that an “inconstant” woman makes a man beg for
her affections for an extended time so that he “won’t think / she’s used to such sport” (515, 51718). “A woman of good character,” says Guigemar, would grant her love immediately in order
for the new couple to be able to “[do] a lot that’s to their advantage” before too many people find
out about their relationship (519, 525). This sounds rather desperate, especially since Guigemar’s
main concern is relieving his own pain, but the lady falls for the knight’s logic and “immediately
grant[s] him / her love” (528-29). Marie tells her readers, “From now on, Guigemar is at ease”
(530). She does not mention how the lady feels. Moreover, as Rupert T. Pickens explains,
“[Love]…diminishes the hero by causing him to fail in his social and political roles” (365).
Guigemar’s new relationship—with a woman—still does not allow him to fulfill his familial
duties, for he cannot marry or sire legitimate heirs with someone who already has a spouse.
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Nonetheless, the couple’s joy and pleasure is mutual until the lady has a premonition that
their affair will be discovered. She tells Guigemar that she wants to die with him if he is killed,
evidence that she realizes she is breaking her marriage vows and Guigemar is also committing
adultery and transgressing the laws of hospitality in their love. The lady’s husband would be
within his rights to kill Guigemar, especially when his steward finds the pair apparently in
flagrante delicto (583), a situation that occurs as well in Equitan with the title character and the
seneschal’s wife. Also similar to Equitan (and Eliduc as well) is the pairing of love and death in
Guigemar. The knight’s plea for the lady to grant him her love is strengthened by his claim that
without it he cannot survive. Guigemar’s lady’s preference for death if her lover is killed because
of their affair also indicates the belief that life is not worth living without romantic love. Still, the
lady holds on to a small hope that her knight will be able to escape her jealous husband, in which
case she would rather live to continue the affair.
In anticipation of their separation, Guigemar and the lady make a pact involving tokens
that will identify each to the other if they are ever reunited. The lady ties a complicated knot in
Guigemar’s shirt and tells him, “You have my leave to love the woman…who will be able to
undo it” (Guigemar 560, 562). Guigemar has his lady pledge to wear a belt “next to her bare
flesh, / tightened about her flanks” (571-72). Whoever can open the buckle would be free to love
the lady. Damon sees this act as extreme, for “no man would lock his mistress up in such a girdle
with no immediate and apparent cause” (982). Indeed, if the lovers completely trust one another,
there should be no need for the knotted shirt or the chastity belt. Furthermore, the lady’s token of
fidelity is much more personal and intimate than the one she gives to Guigemar. While Guigemar
is able to remove his shirt, the lady must always wear the belt. As Joan Brumlik notes, Guigemar
“[distances] himself from the symbol of his fidelity, as if aware from the outset that as a married
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woman his lady can never come to take her place beside him” (11). Just as her husband kept her
locked in her chambers, so too does Guigemar keep the lady imprisoned—and both men demand
sexual intimacy with the lady with no real thoughts for her comfort or wishes. In addition,
although the belt around her waist protects the lady from violent sexual attacks (such as those she
later experiences at the hands of Meriaduc), should she actually want to love another man
physically, Guigemar’s belt would prevent it. Guigemar thus controls the lady’s sexuality even in
his absence.
As the lady predicts, the lovers are discovered, “spied upon and found out / by an evil,
cunning chamberlain, / sent by the husband” (Guigemar 578-80). Initially, the furious lord
commands his men to kill Guigemar, but changes his mind when the knight fearlessly prepares to
defend himself. Instead, the husband asks Guigemar to identify himself and relate how it was
that he arrived at the lord’s castle. Guigemar responds truthfully, only to have the lord “[reply]
that he [doesn’t] believe him” (611). Still, the lord promises Guigemar that if the magical ship
actually exists and they can find it, he will release Guigemar to the will of the sea. The vessel
that saved Guigemar before appears in the harbor and whisks the knight away “to his own
land…without waiting” (620-21).
On board the ship, Guigemar “sigh[s] and crie[s], / often lamenting his lady / and praying
to almighty God / to grant him a quick death, / and never let him come to port / if he [can’t]
regain his mistress” (622-27). As before, desperation drives Guigemar to petition God. In fact, in
the entire lai the knight only prays while aboard the magic vessel. The ship, as a biblical symbol
of God’s salvation and deliverance, drives Guigemar to seek divine aid for his troubles. It is
interesting to note, though, that Guigemar’s second prayer focuses on the opposite of his first
prayer. Whereas earlier he asks for life, he now wishes for death. On his first voyage he requests
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that the boat make landfall anywhere; now he hopes to never see land again if that means he has
to live without his lover. In short, what Guigemar requests on his second journey does not accord
with the laws of the God to whom he prays. Moreover, this variation in the knight’s petitions
indicates another change in Guigemar. His priorities are different once he has known romantic,
physical love—although in both prayers he focuses more on himself and his own problems than
on those of anyone else, namely his mistress. He never appeals to God for her well-being after he
is forced to leave her with her cruel husband.
And, in fact, the lady does suffer in Guigemar’s absence. Her angry husband locks her in
“a dark marble tower” where she languishes for over two years (659). “The pain, the suffering, /
the anguish and the grief” are such that the lady nearly comes to regret her affair: “Guigemar, my
lord, why did I ever lay eyes on you?” (668). Reminiscent of the couple’s initial attraction to
each other, the lady’s lament focuses again on the physical aspect of their relationship—her eyes
saw his body. Furthermore, the lady’s distress drives her to consider suicide as a solution to her
loneliness: “I’d rather die quickly / than suffer this lingering torture” (669-70). Her intent to
drown herself in the same place where the magic ship carried off her knight—another pairing of
love and death—is only thwarted by two seemingly supernatural occurrences: the unlocking of
the door to the lady’s tower and the reappearance of the enchanted boat, which twice before had
served a “salvific” function, but only for Guigemar. Previously, the lady had been imprisoned
and constantly watched. Now the door is unbarred, and she is alone. One explanation for her ease
of escape, then, can be found in the metaphorical meaning of the castle. If the castle stands in for
the soul in this text, then the lady’s soul is locked before meeting Guigemar and unlocked
afterwards. Romantic love has literally freed her from captivity in her husband’s tower, though
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her inability to be liberated from her marriage prevents her from completely attaching herself to
Guigemar’s soul (i.e., his castle, where his wife would live with him).
The despairing and frustrated lady’s suicide attempt is foiled when she boards the ship
and finds herself frozen in place, unable to move, as the vessel takes her to Brittany, where the
lord of that land, Meriaduc, sees her arrive. Like the lady’s husband, this lord is immediately
characterized as cruel and controlling. The first piece of information Marie provides about him is
that he is “fighting a war with a neighbor” (693). He is not battling “an enemy” or “a distant
lord,” but someone who could be a potential ally. Moreover, when he boards the ship and finds
“the woman / who [has] a fairylike beauty,” he seizes her by her cloak and takes her to his castle,
clearing denying her any choice in the matter (703-04). Once the lady is inside the castle,
Meriaduc treats her as his possession, “wait[ing] on and [making] much” of her and having his
sister “[dress] her richly,” as if she were a doll (716-17). All the while, Meriaduc attempts to
persuade the lady to grant him her love; when she shows him the belt she wears, even that is not
enough to deter the evil lord from attempting to have the woman he wants. Meriaduc goes so far
as to “cut the laces of her tunic, / and “[try] to open the belt” by force (738-39). When he fails, he
calls for all the knights in the area to take up the challenge—an act that is far more personally
invasive to the lady than if all the women of the realm attempted to untie Guigemar’s knotted
shirt.
This inequality within the lovers’ relationship is evident again when Guigemar and the
lady are reunited at Meriaduc’s castle. She recognizes her lost lover instantly, but he doubts her
identity even after speaking with her, excusing his lack of certainty by claiming “women often
look alike” (779). Has Guigemar really seen so many women since he was forced to leave his
mistress that he cannot tell her apart from the rest of womankind? This seems doubtful. Even
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after she unties the knot in his shirt, the knight demonstrates his immaturity, unable to “bring
himself to believe firmly it [is] she” (814). Guigemar, who has shot a magical hind which then
spoke to him and who has sailed the seas on an enchanted vessel twice, is dumbstruck and
doubtful when he once again finds himself in the presence of romantic love. Brumlik views the
knight’s reaction to his reunion with his lover with extreme cynicism:
His response supports the presumption that he did not expect to see her again and had put
her out of his mind. It also suggests that his great suffering, which the doe had
prophesied, was limited to the short time it took for the ship to return him home…[H]e
is…content to mourn, but disinclined to attempt to be reunited with his love. Indeed,
were Guigemar to find her, the tokens would make of her a lady he was destined to
marry, whereas he knows that his liaison with a married woman cannot lead to marriage.
His adventure has succeeded in protecting him against marriage, and that is no doubt
exactly what he wanted. (10)
Instead of “putting her out of his mind” (he still carries his knotted shirt with him), it is
more likely that Guigemar’s return home to his family and male friends has caused him to revert
to his former condition, unable to feel attraction for women. Guigemar still addresses the lady as
“Beloved, sweet creature,” but then immediately references the prior physicality of their
relationship when he commands: “Let me see your body” (Guigemar 816, 818). He checks to
make sure the lady wears the chastity belt he put on her as a pledge of her faithfulness to him,
but the text never explicitly states that he removes it. Instead, the lady’s sexuality remains under
Guigemar’s control, while at the same time her person is subject to Meriaduc’s power.
Evil and self-centered to the end, Meriaduc refuses to release the lady to her lover upon
Guigemar’s request, which incites Guigemar to take up arms, an act which could indicate the
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hero’s concern for his lady’s honor. But, Guigemar and his men ride away from Meriaduc’s
castle to prepare for war, leaving the lady to fend for herself. In truth, nothing is heard from the
lady after she begs Guigemar to take her away. Again, it seems that Guigemar relapses to his
younger self when he was so preoccupied with doing battle and hunting that he failed to care
about women—about love. He and his men join forces with Meriaduc’s neighbor and storm the
evil lord’s castle. This first assault being unsuccessful, Guigemar “besiege[s] the town,” refusing
to leave until it capitulates to him (875). As the popular knight gains more followers, he is “able
to starve everyone inside” the walls, as well as “[capture] and [destroy] the castle, / [and kill] its
lord” (878-80). 7
The brutality Guigemar demonstrates at the close of the lai—ostensibly in the name of
love—is reminiscent of his heartlessness in killing the hind with the fawn, just because he
wanted to shoot some arrows. Marie relates how after the battle the knight “[leads] away his
mistress with great rejoicing” and concludes her tale with a line that should bring relief to her
readers: “All his pain was now at an end” (881-82; emphasis mine). There is no mention of the
lady’s pain being assuaged or how she feels about her lover slaughtering the innocent
townspeople so they can continue their affair. Furthermore, if her husband is yet living, the
couple remain in danger of separation. Brumlik observes, “The ending thus fails to convey any
idea of communal joy or of a reintegration into the society so clearly drawn at the
outset…Everything leads to the conclusion that [Guigemar] has abducted a woman he loves and
who has faithfully loved him, but that they will not marry” (6, 12). The lai’s ending, therefore,
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If Meriaduc’s castle is also viewed as representing his soul, then Guigemar’s attack on it
becomes a bit more understandable as this act can be seen as storming a stronghold of evil.
However, Guigemar’s massacre of the townspeople, who do not necessarily even know the cause
of the knight’s grievance against their lord, remains inexcusable.
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leaves the reader pondering whether Guigemar fights for his lady because he desperately loves
her or because he feels she is his possession and has been wrongfully taken from him. Which
means more to Guigemar in the end, his honor or the love that did not come naturally to him in
the first place?
In essence, Guigemar presents readers with many examples of love—all of which are
self-centered. The knight’s parents focus on their desire to keep their son to themselves.
Guigemar’s lord’s appreciation stems from his need for valiant fighting men, while the knight’s
comrades-in-arms enjoy “the many rich gifts” he gives them, as well as the excitement of the
hunt and battles (Guigemar 50). Meriaduc’s professed love for the lady is merely lust for a
woman he cannot have. Guigemar himself is so consumed with his reputation as a knight and his
fraternizing with his male friends that he refuses to consider granting his love to any of the
women who pursue him even with his family’s honor at stake—until he needs love in order to
heal his wound.
In fact, for the lai’s most prominent romantic couple, love is not a completely selfless
ideal either. It is probable that the lady first sees Guigemar as a means of escape from her
abusive husband. At the close of the lai, the knight demonstrates selfish love in his starvation of
the peasant population of another kingdom to possess a woman whose identity he struggles to
believe. Although the relationship between the knight and his lady might be “suitable,”
according to the lady’s attendant, because Guigemar is “handsome” and the lady is “beautiful,” it
is founded on infidelity and the instability that comes from exultation of the physical aspects of
romance (451, 453). Though mimicking parts of the Song of Solomon, the lai’s lovers differ
from their biblical counterparts in that they are not equal (as seen in the lai’s ending) and cannot
belong exclusively to each other. Their love is, and apparently will remain, imperfect.
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By portraying such flawed relationships, Marie makes the point that better models must
exist. In other words, there must be a higher, more perfect love. Biblical motifs in the lai—
Balaam’s donkey, the speaking serpent, Noah’s ark, and similarities with the stories of Jonah at
sea and Jesus on the Sea of Galilee—assist Marie in making this point, for they introduce by
association the idea of a greater Power characterized by a deeper love. In those biblical tales of
temptation, disobedience, and salvation from threatening nature, God steps forth into the lives of
men and women to offer second chances, peace, and hope. Guigemar, with its plethora of love
tropes and biblical correlations, allows Marie to establish a precedent in her collection: There can
be depth and power in human love, but even this is qualified by her veiled suggestion that divine
love between people and God eclipses all.
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Chapter 3: Equitan
In contrast to Guigemar’s mélange of love tropes and biblical elements, Marie’s second
lai, Equitan, reduces the number of human relationships presented and focuses on one scriptural
story in particular, that of David and Bathsheba. Just as the story of the infamous couple from the
Old Testament revolves around unrestrained love and infidelity, so also does uncontrolled desire
color Equitan. Here, Marie asserts that it is the “nature of love / that no one involved with it can
keep his head” and “Whoever indulges in love without sense or moderation / recklessly
endangers his life” (Equitan 19-20, 17-18). Thus, the inseparability of foolish love and death (in
the context of courtly romance) forms part of the introduction to Marie’s second lai; and a
comparison of Equitan and the biblical account of David and Bathsheba reveals that, for Marie,
the highest love is one of divine forgiveness and renewal.
Both the story of Equitan and the seneschal’s wife and the story of David and Bathsheba
begin with kings and their responsibilities. In his twelfth-century work, Policraticus, John of
Salisbury describes the conduct of a good ruler:
…the prince is said to be an absolutely binding law unto himself, not because he is
licensed to be iniquitous, but only because he should be someone who does not fear the
penalties of law but someone who loves justice, cherishes equity, procures the utility of
the republic, and in all matters prefers the advantage of others to his private will. But who
in public affairs may even speak of the will of the prince, since in such matters he is not
permitted his own will unless it is prompted by law or equity, or brings about judgments
for the common utility? For in fact his will in these matters should have the force of
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judgment; and that which most rightfully pleases him in all matters has the force of law
because his determination may not be inconsistent with the design of equity. 8 (IV.2.29)
As “magistrate,” Equitan, the ruler of Nauns, should be administering the law and meting out
justice—something he should value as equal to his own “private will,” according to John of
Salisbury (Equitan 12). But this king prefers to spend his time in “sport and lovemaking” (15),
hunting animals and women rather than pursuing more kingly obligations, a fact which leads
Rupert T. Pickens to note: “Equitan…is socially and politically ineffective even before he falls in
love” (363). Instead of fulfilling his regnal duties, Equitan permits his seneschal to “[hold] court
/ and [hear] pleas and complaints” (Equitan 195-96). As if to further emphasize Equitan’s
abdication of his responsibilities, after the opening lines of the lai, “Equitan is not named but
called ‘reis’, king, underlining his position of power or authority” (Gilmore 94). Similarly, the
story of David and Bathsheba in II Samuel 11 begins by emphasizing David’s lordship and
willful negligence: “And it came to pass at the return of the year, at the time when kings go forth
to war,...David remained in Jerusalem” (II Sam. 11:1). David, as supreme commander, should be
leading his troops into battle; but instead, he stays home and sends Joab, the head of the army, to
fight the Ammonites at Rabbah. While the substitutes take care of the kings’ governmental and
military duties, Equitan and David seek out illicit female companionship.
Although, as D. W. Robertson, Jr., states, “A king especially was supposed to forego
personal satisfaction in order to maintain a bond of charity with his people,” 9 Equitan and David
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It is notable that Equitan’s name sounds like “equity,” further emphasizing the justice with
which he should be ruling and highlighting even more his failure as a magistrate.
9
Disagreeing with Robertson and assuming that most kings’ affairs were “normal,” Sharon
Kinoshita observes that “historically, men’s extramarital affairs were so routine that the very
phrase ‘adulterous king’ sounds nonsensical. Chroniclers show surprise not when a ruler took a
mistress but rather when he did not” (41).
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both commit adultery and risk the loyalty of their subjects after they are confronted with the
physical beauty of a woman (244n14). Equitan persuades the unnamed wife of his most trusted
vassal to become his lover after “hear[ing] her praised” and “frequently [sending] his greetings to
her” (Equitan 38-39). Hence, before actually speaking with the woman or seeing that she is
“refined and clever, / with a beautiful body and face, / and a pleasing, cheerful demeanor,”
Equitan already determines to violate his oath of fealty with the seneschal because “he want[s]
[the wife]” (51-53, 41). Likewise, David sees “a woman washing herself,” realizes she is “very
beautiful,” “inquire[s] who the woman [is],” and then “[takes] her”—all prior to actually
speaking with Bathsheba—after which he “[sleeps] with her” and she becomes pregnant (II Sam.
11:2-4). 10 In both texts, the man is the aggressor, the one who initiates the relationship after what
he hears in Equitan’s case and after what he sees in David’s case; the female characters are
merely objects, at least at the beginning of the relationships. As James A. Schultz explains,
typical courtly love relationships in the Middle Ages began as Equitan’s and David’s do when
“the image of the [lover’s] body enters through the eye and lodges in the heart and causes the
beholder to fall in love” (18). However, Equitan and David are kings, not knights petitioning
noble ladies for their affections. A different standard of conduct applies to them.
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It is quite possible that David and Bathsheba already know each other (or have at least met)
prior to beginning their affair, despite David’s instructions to a servant to find out the identity of
the woman he sees bathing. Both Bathsheba’s husband, Uriah, and her father, Eliam, are
members of David’s Mighty Men. Furthermore, Bathsheba’s grandfather, Ahithophel, is one of
David’s most trusted advisors. During Absalom’s rebellion, Ahithophel leaves David to join the
usurper. His first piece of advice is for Absalom to openly sleep with the concubines his father
left behind in his flight from the palace. After David prays to God to frustrate the counsel of
Ahithophel and following Absalom’s rejection of Ahithophel’s guidance, the former advisor puts
his affairs in order and then hangs himself. It is possible to assume that Ahithophel’s wavering
loyalty to David as well as his recommendation to defile David’s concubines both stem from his
outrage at David’s seduction of his granddaughter Bathsheba and murder of her husband.
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What is also unique in Equitan’s and David’s extramarital relationships are the identities
of the men to whom their female partners are married. Marie reveals in her lai that, since
“Equitan [is] a man of great worth,” he “[keeps] a body of knights in his service” (Equitan 13,
16). One of these men is the aforementioned seneschal, “a good knight, brave and loyal” (22). In
addition to the judicial duties he performs in Equitan’s stead, the seneschal also “[takes] care of
his land for him, / govern[s] and administer[s] it” (23-24). This man is repeatedly called “good”
and clearly honors his oath of fealty (22, 277). When the king appears to be sick, the seneschal is
“saddened” because he does not know how to alleviate his lord’s pain (107). When the king
invites the seneschal to participate in his private bathing session, the vassal is “happy to comply”
and then speaks the only word Marie gives him in the entire story, replying “Willingly” to the
king’s request for his company (268, 270). This single word sums up the seneschal’s goal in life:
to do service for his lord. But, the relationship between Equitan and his seneschal should
transcend their oath of fealty. As Robertson notes, “Feudal amity between lord and vassal had
been traditionally associated with divine love…In Carolingian times, adultery with a vassal’s
wife was considered an act of treason and was probably still so regarded in the twelfth century”
(“Love Conventions” 244n14). Not only is Equitan’s sexual pursuit of his seneschal’s wife
tantamount to betrayal of his vassal, but it also destroys the metaphor of “divine love” that their
relationship should portray.
David would also have been aware of how his relationship with his men is an extension
of his relationship with God. The contingent of loyal men that surround and protect him and his
interests is called the Mighty Men, or the Thirty; and Uriah the Hittite, Bathsheba’s husband, is
one of these elite (II Sam. 23:8, 23). Just like the seneschal, Uriah also only speaks once in his
story. After David calls him home on the pretense of checking the status of the war at Rabbah,
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Uriah sleeps outside the palace entrance with “the other servants of his lord” instead of spending
the night in his own house (II Sam. 11:9). Shocked and fearful since he had hoped to cover up
his impregnation of Bathsheba by bringing her husband home, David asks Uriah the reason for
his absurd conduct. Uriah replies, “The ark of God and Israel and Juda[h] dwell in tents, and my
lord Joab and the servants of my lord abide upon the face of the earth: and shall I go into my
house, to eat and to drink, and to sleep with my wife? By thy welfare and by the welfare of thy
soul I will not do this thing” (II Sam. 11:11). Ironically, Uriah refuses to have sexual relations
with his wife because he has dedicated himself to his nation’s war, to his superiors, and to his
comrades—while David has deliberately pursued an illicit sexual relationship when he should be
devoted to his nation and personally directing his military forces. The faithfulness Uriah
demonstrates to his king, his commander, his fellow soldiers, and his God should also
characterize David, the king. But David—like Equitan—neglects his responsibilities to his
people and to God. The rulers in these two stories, then, unwisely relinquish control of certain
aspects of their power and take advantage of the wives of men whose loyalties are admirably
fierce. Emanuel J. Mickel, Jr., remarks, “Rationally [Equitan] is well aware that the entire
structure of human relations and society is at stake, for how can he expect loyalty when he
himself is disloyal” (“Marie” 284). Rather than exhibiting the reciprocal “faith and love” that
Equitan remembers he owes his seneschal, he—and David as well—is the epitome of selfishness
(Equitan 73).
The very fact that both the seneschal and Uriah are such valued and loyal servants to their
lords is undoubtedly foremost in the female characters’ minds when propositioned by their kings.
Marie’s presentation of how Equitan first requests the seneschal’s wife become his mistress
bears a haunting resemblance to another biblical story related to that of David and Bathsheba—
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the story of two of David’s children, Amnon and his half-sister Tamar. Amnon sees that Tamar is
“very beautiful” but “[falls] sick for the love of her: for as she [is] a virgin, he [thinks] it hard to
do any thing dishonestly with her” (II Sam. 13:1-2). Amnon’s cousin Jonadab comes up with a
plan to help solve Amnon’s problem: a fake illness. Pretending to be bedridden, Amnon requests
that Tamar wait on him in his home. Taking advantage of her compassion, Amnon first requests
that she sleep with him; and when she refuses on multiple grounds, he rapes her.
In a mirroring of this incestuous, violent story, Equitan also goes to bed “ill” and “to get
some relief and some pleasure, / sends for the [seneschal’s] wife to come speak with him”
(Equitan 111-12). When the wife obeys her king and comes to his room—a situation in which
she is quite vulnerable—Equitan “reveal[s] his desire to her, / letting her know that he [is] dying
because of her; / that it lay in her power to comfort him / or to let him die” (113-16). Though no
rape occurs in this scene, there is a notable power dynamic at work, a fact that the seneschal’s
wife points out to Equitan: “I’m sure you believe / your rank entitles you to my love” (135-36).
The seneschal’s wife—like Bathsheba—finds herself in the very awkward and stressful position
of having to either accept a powerful man as her lover and betray her faithful husband or to
remain loyal to her spouse and offend the ruler who holds power over both her life and the
social/political position and life of her husband as well.
The predicament the seneschal’s wife finds herself in with her king makes her a
sympathetic character—but only briefly. When Equitan propositions her, the wife, albeit a bit
flustered, first replies by addressing Equitan in a way that reinforces his power over her: “My
lord” (117). Then, instead of turning him down flat and thus honoring her husband and her
marriage vows, she requests “some time to think” about her options (118). The wife’s ensuing
insistence on sermonizing to Equitan about which type of man would be the best lover casts
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doubt on her morality, and her logical reasoning regarding the complications of sleeping with the
king seems to hint at her having entertained the possibility of an affair with Equitan already. The
wife’s objections to the relationship stem from the fear that she will be ruined socially—not
morally—if Equitan tires of her. Her only reference to the fact that she is already married occurs
when she lists the two reasons she thinks Equitan probably feels “entitl[ed] to [her] love”:
“Because you’re a powerful king / and my husband is your vassal” (136, 133-34). Instead of
concern for the sanctity of her marriage, the wife is preoccupied with equality: “Love is
worthless if it’s not mutual” (137). But rather than grant the wife the equality she desires in their
affair, Equitan goes to the other extreme of submitting himself to her in order to get what he
wants: “I tell you, I promise you / I’ll do whatever you want. / Don’t let me die on your account!
/ You be the lord and I’ll be the servant” (172-75).
Typically, in medieval courtly romances, the lady was of a higher social status than the
man who sought her love. However, as Kinoshita notes, “When the lover is the king,…the
obsessional passion that defines the courtly lover turns destructive” (42). It is impossible for
Equitan to woo a woman of a higher social class since he, as king, is at the very top of the social
pyramid. In asking the seneschal’s wife to become his lover, Equitan commits a great political
error: Since the lady’s lower social status does not conform to the acceptable pattern of courtly
love, Equitan offers to lower his own status, thereby degrading his position as king. Kinoshita
sees Equitan’s proposal of an affair, then, as “not an exchange between equals, but the delicious
novelty of abasement…[Equitan is] titillated by the prospect of humiliation” (45). However, it
seems more likely that rather than desiring “humiliation,” Equitan is actually looking for an
escape from responsibility. Although role reversal would have been de rigueur in medieval
courtly romance, Equitan’s refusal to live up to his duty as king, fully abdicating his royal
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obligations in order to indulge his lust and please someone else’s wife, indicates a severe
transgression of both the laws of God and of medieval kingship. Regarding rulers and their
personal desires, John of Salisbury writes, “One is to control one’s private dignity so that it does
not create injury to the public power” (IV.7.48). Equitan disregards his own royal “dignity” and
thus compromises his public image and imperial effectiveness.
In truth, the very fact that he is king, whether he wishes to deny it or not, propels
Equitan’s adultery into another realm of sin. Marie notes how “great harm” comes to “the land”
as a result of Equitan’s affair with his vassal’s wife (Equitan 30). Valorie Worthy explains, “The
sins of the King are wreaked upon his kingdom. Willfulness, selfishness and rashness of
behavior and failure to abide by the Chivalric code result in destruction” (63). Gloria Gilmore
concurs: “As monarch, all action in [Equitan’s] kingdom originate[s] out of his authority. If he is
incapable of action or decision, his whole country suffers” (109). Donna Bussell further notes
that, through his pursuit of the seneschal’s wife, Equitan “manages to display the wanton
disregard for his subjects and vassals” that, in Marie’s day, would have been taken to indicate
“Christian lordship gone awry” (28). Because of his adultery and neglect of his royal duties,
Equitan’s kingdom experiences unrest and uncertainty—both spiritually and politically—
anticipating the violence that could occur if Equitan does not marry and have a legitimate heir to
ensure a peaceful transfer of power after his death. The king’s personal indiscretions have
political consequences. As Bussell writes:
Royal lordship (i.e., governing the temporal polity) is a special expression of the divine
will that protects the entire realm…The imposition of the king’s private will on the public
good in any way diminishes the justice essential to the very essence of a “republic” (i.e.,
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the temporal polity of a Christian imperium). This is a form of infidelity that offends God
and harms the king’s subjects. (10)
Equitan’s wrongdoing damages his standing as God’s agent on earth and hurts more people than
just himself—a tragic fact evident in David’s story as well.
The longing for at least figurative abdication of royal position is not evident in the
account of David and Bathsheba. Rather, it is always completely clear that David is the king. He
sees what he wants; he takes what he wants; he orders whom he wants; and he kills whom he
wants to kill. Indeed, beyond just committing adultery with women who should be under their
protection, Equitan and David both allow their dalliances to lead them into plotting murder.
Equitan chooses homicide to avoid having to marry another woman in order to produce the heir
his barons require of him and because he desires only the seneschal’s wife. David elects to have
Uriah killed as a “casualty of war,” hoping to hide his sin of adultery and Bathsheba’s resultant
pregnancy by marrying the widow Uriah leaves behind. Both murder plots are premeditated; they
are not crimes of passion.
It is unclear how much of the actual plotting Equitan does against the seneschal, for the
wife is fully complicit. She recognizes the risks of having an affair with the king and exists in a
state of paranoia that he might be pressured by his people to marry. For her, then, there are only
two options: kill her husband or kill herself. As in Guigemar, love and death are conjoined here.
Convinced her lover will marry another woman, the wife tells Equitan, “On your account I must
now face death, / for I have no other comfort than you” (Equitan 219-20). The king responds by
“[speaking] lovingly” to her: “Dear love, don’t be afraid! / I promise I’ll never take a wife, /
never leave you for another” (221-24). Equitan’s assurance that he will make his vassal’s wife
his “lady and [his] queen” if her husband dies is somewhat doubtful since the text makes clear
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that the king “love[s] sport and lovemaking” and has never shown any inclination to marry prior
to this conversation—despite the fact that his “people [hold] [it] against him” that he does
nothing to ensure the continuation of his lineage after his death (227, 15, 201). Moreover, in his
early thoughts about beginning an affair with his vassal’s wife, Equitan admits he is “happy to
share” the seneschal’s wife with him, a statement which does not indicate the king has any
intentions of marrying the wife (88). Equitan’s arrogant comment that “no one could stop [him]”
if he decides to marry his current lover is almost comical because it indicates that the king
wishes to exercise complete power (no one can question or thwart his actions) without fulfilling
his responsibilities (he refuses to judge or administer his kingdom) (228).
When Equitan suggests the seneschal’s death as the solution to the wife’s anxiety about
being replaced, she responds to Equitan’s unnervingly ambiguous “If your husband were
dead…” by “thank[ing] him” and telling him how “very grateful” she is (226, 229-30). It takes
her very little time to formulate the plot to kill her husband in the scalding bathtub after he is
weak from having been bled with his king 11—in fact, she articulates this plan in the same
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In accordance with humoral theory, each individual body was believed to have a unique
“complexion,” which varied according to time, place, sex, and the “mixture of the elements in
the human body” (Siraisi 101). Men were perceived as having warmer, drier complexions than
women, so the boiling water that causes Equitan’s and the wife’s deaths could indicate how their
genders have become disordered due to the role reversal in their relationship. Additionally,
phlebotomy was frequently used to “[draw] off corrupt matter from the body” and ensure a
correct balance of a person’s four humors (Siraisi 139). The bloodletting that Equitan so
frequently practices was thought to be helpful for both “ward[ing] off illness,” the reason which
Equitan claims for his being bled, and for curing an existing illness (Equitan 265). Hot baths
were also a prescribed treatment for maintaining or restoring the balance of humors. Equitan’s
apparent obsession with bloodletting, despite his claims that it is a preventative measure, might
very well indicate his recognition of fault within himself and his futile efforts to correct the
problem (since a person’s complexion was also believed to be connected to his/her psychological
and spiritual characteristics). As Sarah Buchanan notes, the fact that Equitan is bled right before
the planned murder of the seneschal seems to indicate that the king is making “an attempt to
purge himself of the evil he [is] about to commit” (161). Ironically, then, Equitan uselessly tries
to rid his soul of sin by cleansing his physical body.
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conversation. She also strictly warns the king not to waver in his homicidal resolve: “Make it
clear to [the seneschal]—and don’t relent— / that he must keep you company!” (249-50). She
“[has] the baths heated, “[has] them both set down,” and “[has] boiling water brought / for the
seneschal’s tub” (271, 274-75). She usurps Equitan’s masculine role just as her husband
exercises Equitan’s kingly role. As Kinoshita notes, the reversal in the relationship between the
king and the seneschal’s wife “[invests her] with a power that both mimics and redoubles that of
the feudal lord,” allowing the wife to “[exercise] complete control over her lover” (42). 12
In the story of David and Bathsheba, on the other hand, Bathsheba never poses a threat to
David’s power. In fact, she is not even present when David plots Uriah’s murder; and the text
does not indicate at all whether she is complicit in her husband’s homicide. 13 It is David who
thinks about how to get rid of Uriah, develops a clever plan so no one will suspect his malice,
and sends a letter to his army commander Joab, ordering, “Set ye Uria[h] in the front of the
battle, where the fight is strongest: and leave ye him, that he may be wounded and die” (II Sam.
11:15). What is particularly strange is that typically in the battles recorded in the Old Testament,
men were always victorious if they obeyed God and did not relish or try to conceal sin in their
lives. Therefore, Joab’s pulling back from the walls of Rabbah indicates major spiritual issues
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It is interesting to note that in this conversation between Equitan and the seneschal’s wife, the
king introduces possible situations while the wife speaks about actual intents. In other words,
Equitan deals in hypotheticals, and the wife with reality. It is evident that Equitan wants the wife,
but it is not certain that he would ever really marry her or that his comment about the seneschal’s
death is sincere or murderous. Instead, the wife is portrayed as the unmerciful main actor in the
set-up.
13
Bathsheba mourns “when [she hears] that her husband [is] dead,” but it is unclear whether her
lamentation is merely a ceremonial gesture, a hint of guilt and/or regret, or genuine grief (II Sam.
11:27). After her period of mourning is over, David “[has] her brought to his house,” a statement
that does not grant much agency to Bathsheba, opposed to the influence wielded by the
seneschal’s wife over Equitan (II Sam. 11:27).
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within the kingdom’s leadership—issues that also carry over into the political and military
aspects of David’s realm, just as they do in Equitan’s.
In both stories, the plotting and treachery lead to two deaths—but in Equitan the guilty
parties die, and in the biblical text the innocents die. Marie warns her readers at the beginning of
the lai that uncontrolled passion leads to fatal results: “Whoever indulges in love without sense
or moderation / recklessly endangers his life” (Equitan 17-18). Hence, it is no surprise that
lustful love leads to actual death. When the seneschal finds the door barred to his own private
chamber where he has been summoned by his king, he hits the door “so violently / that he
force[s] it open,” revealing one final time his determination to obey his lord in everything (28990). Yet, the seneschal’s action reveals just how much his king has abused their oath of fealty,
for Equitan and the seneschal’s wife are so without “sense or moderation” that they have sex in
the seneschal’s bed with “the tub…right before them” (284). The king, knowing his “villainy”
and caught in flagrante delicto in his vassal’s own private chambers and in his vassal’s own bed
with his vassal’s own wife, panics and jumps feet first into the scalding bathtub, thereby killing
himself (294). This mindless act demonstrates again Equitan’s rashness, foolishness, and
ineffectiveness as a monarch. Following the king’s sudden and accidental demise, the seneschal
then wordlessly pronounces sentence on his unfaithful wife and executes her in the same bathtub,
hurling her into the water head first. Equitan and his lover, Marie tells her readers, have been
“caught in [their] own evil trap” (299).
The way Equitan and the wife die also indicates the wrongness of their relationship. The
fact that Equitan jumps feet first into the bathtub demonstrates both the unwise impulsivity that
led to his involvement with a married woman and the fact that he has abdicated his rightful
authority. It is the wife who is thrown head first into the tub, emphasizing her leadership over
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Equitan as well as the fact that it is her mind which formulates the homicidal scheme.
Significantly, the seneschal throws his wife on top of the dead king’s body in the bathtub—her
head ends up at Equitan’s feet, an indication of what should have been her proper place of
subservience to him as her king and social superior. The wife’s feet land by the king’s head,
another image of his incorrectly subordinating himself to her. Both Equitan and the wife receive
their due punishment at the end of Marie’s story: Equitan at long last passes lawful judgment on
an adulterer and would-be murderer (himself), and the conniving wife is forced to yield to the
rightful lordship of her husband. Equitan’s panicky decision eliminates any chance he may have
to humble himself and beg his vassal for forgiveness, just as the seneschal’s swift execution of
his unfaithful wife does not allow her to seek mercy. 14 The couple dies with their sins,
submerged in the mechanism of their murderous conspiracy.
The bathtub in the lai, then, brings the story of David and Bathsheba full circle and in
both stories symbolically represents an instrument of cleansing that leads to temptation and
corruption. The irony here is that in their deaths Equitan and the wife undergo a perverted form
of baptism. Whereas baptism symbolizes “death to sin, burial, and resurrection to new life for the
believer,” the king and his lover receive death but are denied resurrection (Cavill et al. 468).
Instead, “the boiling water of the trap…becomes a symbol of the boiling passion of lustful and
homicidal love” (Watts 255). Equitan and the wife die, unabsolved, in the symbol of their sin.
In the story of David and Bathsheba, the guilty couple is also punished, though not with
their own deaths. Nathan the prophet declares to David: “[Because thou] hast slain [Uriah] with
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At the end of Le Fresne, a sinful wife begs and receives forgiveness from her husband, and he
willingly grants it, so Marie is not completely against the motif of confession/pardon between
spouses. In the case of Equitan, therefore, she deliberately denies the wife forgiveness and life,
perhaps because of the severity of her offense.
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the sword of the [Ammonites],...the sword shall never depart from thy house…[God] will raise
up evil against thee out of thy own house” (II Sam. 12:9-11). David’s family will be hounded by
conspiracy and murder. Furthermore, Nathan tells David, “Because thou hast given occasion to
the enemies of the Lord to blaspheme, for this thing, the child that is born to thee, shall surely
die” (II Sam. 12:14). Although God’s punishment of David’s adultery and murder of Uriah is
harsh, it is portrayed as just. Yet, the story of David and Bathsheba does not end with death as
Equitan does. Instead, it continues with grace. Immediately confessing his sin when Nathan
confronts him with it, David receives forgiveness and mercy. Nathan tells him, “The Lord also
hath taken away thy sin: thou shalt not die” (II Sam. 12:13). David retains his kingship and his
new wife Bathsheba; and the couple later have another son, Solomon, who becomes king after
David. 15
Clearly, there is a strong resemblance between the stories of Equitan and the seneschal’s
wife and David and Bathsheba. Though both kings are of high repute, Equitan, “a most courtly
man,” and David, “a man according to [God’s] own heart,” end up stuck in the morass of their
sins, their authority and former good deeds powerless to rescue them from the dilemmas they
face as a result of their sexual affairs (Equitan 11; I Sam. 13:14). Moreover, the story of Equitan
and the seneschal’s wife ends where the story of David and Bathsheba begins: with the bathtub.
Perhaps Marie is showing her readers that death by scalding water—literally burning/drowning
in one’s sins—would have been an appropriate way to finish the story of David and Bathsheba,
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Interestingly, the pair also have another son whom they name Nathan, perhaps as a reminder of
the man who both convicted them of their sin and passed along word of God’s pardon. The
Gospel of Luke presents the lineage of Jesus Christ via David and Bathsheba’s son Nathan, while
the Gospel of Matthew traces Jesus’ descent through Solomon. Both instances make clear that
God’s forgiveness and grace are paramount in the story of David and Bathsheba’s sin, for they
and their children are still used by God to bring His Messiah into the world.
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for they would have gotten what they deserved for betraying God, David’s vassal, and
Bathsheba’s husband. But the one mitigating factor, the One who can provide rescue, whose
presence is completely absent from the story of Equitan, is God. As Pickens states, “Positive
divine intervention does not operate in the life of Equitan” (365). Equitan, therefore, is David
without God; for Equitan realizes his sins, does not confess them but instead tries to hide them,
and ends up accidentally taking his own life. He condemns himself to death, just as he
condemned his faithful vassal to death. David, on the other hand, acknowledges his sins,
confesses them, and finds mercy and a second chance at life. He discovers a love that he cannot
have with any other human on earth—a love that, while still enforcing consequences for
wrongdoing, forgives and renews, allowing David, even with all his regret and loss of reputation,
to begin anew, to move on from the evil he has committed and even to strengthen the
relationship he has with God. This bond with his God is the highest type of love David
experiences, a divine love. It is only by cherishing and honoring this relationship that David can
begin to mend the rifts in his human relationships and in his political authority. After David’s
repentance, he returns to being a real king. The biblical text relates how “Then David gathered
all the people together, and went out against [Rabbah]: and after fighting, he took it. And he took
the crown of their king from his head,…and it was put upon David's head” (II Sam. 12:29-30).
David’s repentance combined with God’s grace bring him victory and return him and his
kingdom to correct social and political order.
Equitan’s kingdom never achieves the social and political stability of David’s—notably
because the divine love David comes to know is deliberately missing in the lai of Equitan. What
would solve Equitan’s dilemma in the lai’s final scene would be for Marie to somehow evoke
God in order to bring forgiveness, redemption, and the renewed sense of responsibility that
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characterizes David’s life after his affair with Bathsheba. 16 Yet God is simply absent from the
narrative; and Equitan dies in his sins, allowing Marie to give her readers an alternate ending to
the biblical story of David and Bathsheba—their story without repentance before God and a
spiritual/personal/political regeneration. By concluding Equitan in this way, Marie makes a bold
statement about love without actually saying it: The highest love is spiritual in nature, between
people and God; and only through this kind of divine love can people love each other rightly.
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Medieval preachers emphasized that “if David, who sinned so ignobly, could be forgiven, then
no one should be without hope” (Jeffrey, “David” 183).
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Chapter 4: Eliduc
Eliduc, the final lai in Marie’s collection, hearkens back to Guigemar in that it, too,
focuses on numerous human relationships and incorporates multiple biblical elements. However,
while it is true that Marie “bookends” her collection with lais full of scriptural images, Guigemar
and Eliduc differ in one important respect: the unresolved problems in Guigemar’s human
relationships are completely resolved by the close of Eliduc. Furthermore, themes that arise
within Equitan—namely, that the highest form of love is spiritual in nature—are fully fleshed
out in the climax to Marie’s culminating lai. The tale of a noble knight who unwisely sets out
from home to seek adventure after his lord unjustly rejects him, Eliduc presents one married
man’s struggle with the sexual temptation of a courtly romance, a fight that reveals his inherent
sinfulness, from which the knight is eventually rescued by grace and mercy, which lift him to a
redeeming love. Eliduc, the sinner, becomes a humble man devoted to God and thus affords the
most satisfactory ending in all of Marie’s lais, simultaneously emphasizing Marie’s theme that
the highest love attainable by humanity is one with God.
At the opening of Eliduc, Marie sings the praises of the title character: Eliduc is “brave
and courtly, bold and proud” (6). He is such a perfect knight that “no man in the country [is]
more valiant” (8). He has a successful marriage to a “noble and wise” wife who is “of high birth,
of good family” (9-10). Marie makes sure to note that the couple “[love] each other loyally” (12).
Because of his prowess as a knight and his reputation for fidelity, Eliduc is placed in charge of
his lord’s land when he is away. This responsibility confers benefits on Eliduc: “Much good
came to him from that: / he could hunt in the forests” (36-37). Yet, Eliduc’s comfortable position
does not last long. Marie writes that “envy of [Eliduc’s] success” causes a rift between him and
his lord (41). Some of the lord’s other vassals “[slander] and [accuse]” Eliduc to such an extent
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that his lord “sen[ds] him away from his court / without a formal accusation” (44-45). As Sandra
Pierson Prior observes:
Blessed with a good wife and loyal to his lord, Eliduc appears to be in an excellent
situation for a chivalric knight. Unlike the half-formed Guigemar, for example, Eliduc
lacks nothing in himself—he is completely successful, but therein lies his problem. For it
is Eliduc’s success that inspires envy and slander, which in turn ruin his relationship with
his king. What seems to be an ideal state of affairs turns out to be a fragile one, since all
rests upon the king’s goodwill. (126)
Eliduc’s well-being is contingent upon the whims of his lord. In other words, he is forced to put
his faith in another human being—but, since people are flawed creatures, they disappoint and
betray one another, something that Eliduc himself demonstrates later in the lai.
The earlier portion of Eliduc’s life mirrors biblical accounts of both Daniel the prophet
and Joseph the patriarch, who experience lives full of ups and downs—highly favored by those
in power one moment, their honor snatched from them and their lives in danger the next. In
Daniel 6, the prophet finds favor with the new ruler of Babylon, the Persian king Darius, who
plans to “set [Daniel] over all the kingdom” because of his trustworthiness and wisdom (Dan.
6:4). But just as Eliduc experiences the bitterness of his peers, “the princes and the governors
[seek] to find occasion against Daniel with regard to the king” (Dan. 6:4). In Daniel’s case, the
conniving princes and governors succeed in persuading the king to issue a decree outlawing
Daniel’s religious habits, specifically praying to his God. When Daniel prays anyway, he is
sentenced to be thrown into the lions’ den, where he miraculously survives. The king then takes
vengeance upon the wicked princes and governors and hurls them (and their families) into the
lions’ den, where they are devoured. Though not as gruesome, Eliduc’s banishment by his lord
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similarly hijacks his career and discolors his reputation (at least, for a while). Later in the lai
when Eliduc returns to his own country, his lord reveals how Eliduc’s accusers have become
victims of the same punishment that had been wrongly imposed on Eliduc: the king has “thrown
[them] out of the country / and sent [them] into exile forever” (Eliduc 563-64).
Joseph’s story also begins with a telling of the favor he has found with his father Jacob
and his brothers’ jealousy at this preferential treatment: “Now Israel 17 loved Joseph above all his
sons, because he had him in his old age: and he made him a coat of divers colours. And his
brethren seeing that he was loved by his father, more than all his sons, hated him, and could not
speak peaceably to him” (Gen. 37:3-4). Unintentionally exacerbating the tension between him
and his brothers, Joseph shares his dreams with them—dreams in which he is exalted above his
older brothers. Finding an opportunity for revenge while shepherding their flocks a distance from
their home and father, Joseph’s brothers sell him to a passing caravan of Ishmaelite traders
headed for Egypt. There, Joseph is purchased as a slave by Potiphar, the captain of Pharaoh’s
guard. Once again, though, Joseph distinguishes himself in Potiphar’s service and is placed in
charge of the entire household, which thrives under Joseph’s administration because “the Lord
[is] with him, and [makes] all that he [does] to prosper” (Gen. 39:3).
Eliduc has a similar experience after being exiled from his lord’s court. After crossing the
sea, Eliduc arrives in the land of “a very powerful man, / old and ancient” who has been besieged
by a “peer…[who has] made war on him, / laying waste his whole land” (Eliduc 92, 97-98).
Eliduc volunteers to serve the desperate king, and through his courage and cunning he wins the
loyalty of the king’s knights and leads them in an ambush of the enemy, capturing more
prisoners than he has fighting men. The king, although previously suspicious of Eliduc,
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Israel is another name given to Jacob.
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“rejoice[s] wonderfully” when he hears of the victory and “[thanks Eliduc] for his deeds” (254,
257). Furthermore, the king “[accepts Eliduc’s] oath of loyalty” and “[makes] him protector of
his land” (269-70). Just like Joseph in Potiphar’s household, Eliduc finds himself in charge of the
domain of a second lord—and not necessarily by choice, as each man would doubtless have
wanted to remain with his first lord and in his own homeland.
It is at this point in the accounts of both Joseph and Eliduc that a woman enters the story.
In the scriptural narrative, Potiphar’s wife 18 persistently requests that Joseph sleep with her
because she sees that he is “of a beautiful countenance, and comely to behold” (Gen. 39:6). Even
though the woman pesters Joseph, he refuses to commit adultery with her, reminding her that his
master—her husband—has entrusted everything in the house to his care (except for her) and
adding, “How then can I do this wicked thing, and sin against my God?” (Gen. 39:9). Deaf to his
refusals, Potiphar’s wife schemes to seduce Joseph. One day, he enters the house to find all the
servants noticeably absent. The wife tries to seize the opportunity by catching hold of Joseph’s
cloak, “but he leaving the garment in her hand, [flees], and [goes] out” (Gen. 39:12). The
scorned wife then attempts to cause Joseph’s demise by showing her husband the cloak and
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Potiphar’s wife, according to the Testament of Joseph (an apocryphal work that became
popular during the thirteenth century), pursues Joseph even after her husband has him put in
prison for attempted rape. She is so infatuated with her Hebrew slave that she promises riches
and the murder of her husband in an effort to persuade Joseph to sleep with her—and threatens
suicide if he does not. Joseph, however, rejoices in prison that God has delivered him from the
woman’s wiles and preserved his chastity.
According to the biblical text, the jealous brothers are eventually reconciled with Joseph when
they come to Egypt to buy food during a severe famine. Discovering that their long-lost brother
has become second-in-command to Pharaoh, the brothers fear Joseph’s retribution for their
betrayal. Instead, Joseph forgives them and invites them and their families to come and live with
him in Egypt, where they will be better able to survive the famine.
Joseph’s story, then, is one of grace and mercy, demonstrating the faithfulness of God even in
the most unfair of circumstances. In his treatment of both Potiphar’s wife and his own brothers,
Joseph duplicates the selfless love of God.
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telling him that Joseph attempted to rape her. Joseph is thrown into prison where he again rises to
a place of authority and responsibility because the jailor realizes that “the Lord [is] with
[Joseph], and [makes] all that he [does] to prosper” (Gen. 39:23).
For Eliduc, the female temptress takes a different form: Guilliadun, the lovely daughter
of the king, Eliduc’s new lord. Guilliadun’s attraction to Eliduc begins when she “[hears] him
spoken of, / his virtues described” (Eliduc 273-74). 19 Through her chamberlain, she “[begs] and
[summons] him / to come visit her, / to speak with her and become acquainted”—an invitation
lacking in explicit romantic or sexual language, in contrast to what Joseph experiences with
Potiphar’s wife (276-78). Eliduc courteously responds to Guilliadun that he “would willingly
make her acquaintance” (282). However, his subsequent actions demonstrate that he knows
visiting the girl is a bad idea; for prior to leaving his homeland, Eliduc “[had] assured” his “noble
and wise” wife that he would “be faithful to her” (83, 9, 84). Eliduc, therefore, takes a couple of
precautionary measures during his social call: First, he “[takes] one knight with him”—either as
a chaperone to ensure that nothing untoward occurs during the meeting or to limit the number of
witnesses to his rendezvous with another woman (284). 20 Second, Eliduc “delay[s] somewhat”
when he arrives at Guilliadun’s lodgings, sending the chamberlain in to announce his arrival but
not entering the room himself until the man returns (288). Eliduc conducts his conversation with
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This is very similar to Marie’s description of how Equitan first becomes enamored with the
seneschal’s wife. In both cases, love begins as “hearsay”; it is not personal, and it definitely does
not lead to a fulfilling, spiritually elevating relationship in Equitan.
20
It seems that, along with Eliduc’s other actions before and during his meeting with Guilliadun,
taking only one man with him is a precautionary measure to ensure a witness can account for the
non-romantic nature of the encounter. However, later in the text when Eliduc returns to steal
Guilliadun away, he deliberately takes along “one of his chamberlains— / the one who knew the
situation, / who had carried his messages” (752-54). If this chamberlain is the same man who
accompanies Eliduc on his first visit to Guilliadun, then at their initial meeting Eliduc already
exhibits a willingness—however slight—to embark on an extramarital relationship with the
princess, despite his promises to his wife, by bringing along a man whom he trusts with secrets.
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Guilliadun “with a sweet look, with a simple expression, / and with very noble behavior,”
speaking “politely” and seemingly defending himself against any possibility for a cordial and
platonic meeting to become a romantic one (290-92). Despite Eliduc’s efforts, the girl studies his
physical features “intently,” much as Potiphar’s wife studies Joseph, noting that “there [is]
nothing unpleasant about [Eliduc]” and “greatly admir[ing] him in her heart” (300, 302-03). 21
Just as Guigemar and his lady are immediately struck by love, so also does love “[command]”
Guilliadun to fall for Eliduc during their very first meeting (305). The girl willingly complies and
“[wants] to make him her lover” (328).
After Guilliadun reluctantly dismisses Eliduc, the reader sees that he too is affected by
his time with the girl. Eliduc returns to his quarters “gloomy and worried” (314). At first it seems
that he is concerned about Guilliadun’s obvious romantic feelings for him since he was so
careful not to provoke such feelings in her, but his thoughts soon turn to himself: “He [thinks] it
unfair / that [he’s] been so long in the country / and ha[s] not seen her often” (319-21). This is
not the first time in the lai that Eliduc feels he has been mistreated. His response to his prior
lord’s dismissal does not mirror the patient, faithful reactions of Daniel and Joseph when they
experience trials. Instead, the first thing Eliduc does after he is exiled is to gather “all his friends”
and “[tell] them all about the king, his lord” and how he “[does] not deserve the king’s ill will”
(56-57, 60). Eliduc complains when he feels victimized at the start of the lai, but then he gives
up trying to regain his lord’s favor and decides to leave home and go “enjoy himself for a while”
(70). Concern for self rules Eliduc’s life. He is “sorry” when he regrets not seeing Guilliadun
sooner and more often because “he [remembers] his wife / and how he [has] assured her / that
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Guigemar and his lady, as well as Equitan, also dwell on the physical aspects of their future
romantic partners upon first meeting them.
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he’d be faithful to her, / that he’d conduct himself loyally” (322-26). However, it seems that
Eliduc only regrets that he promised fidelity to his wife, not that remembering his reassurances to
her convicts him that he should avoid pursuing a relationship with Guilliadun.
Additionally, when Guilliadun sends him love tokens, without hesitation Eliduc “[puts]
the gold ring on his finger / [and] pull[s] the belt around him” (409-10). Although Guilliadun
expresses doubt to her chamberlain that Eliduc perceives the intent behind the items, Marie
reveals to her readers that Eliduc once again feels sorry for himself after receiving Guilliadun’s
gifts: “He [has] no joy or pleasure / except when he [thinks] of her. / But he consider[s] himself
unfortunate / because, before he left his own country, / he had promised his wife / that he’d love
no one but her” (460-65). Again, Eliduc’s sympathies are for himself. He has no regard for his
wife whom he left alone in another land. He feels no guilt for deceiving Guilliadun into loving a
married man. His main conflict is that he “want[s] to keep his faith, / but he [can’t] keep himself
/ from loving the girl” (467-69). Even in his dilemma, though, Eliduc seeks to spend as much
time as possible with Guilliadun, “kissing and embracing her” (472). He proceeds to advance
their relationship in as close to a romantic way as he dares without “pursu[ing] the love / that
would dishonor” Guilliadun (473-74). He refrains from entering into a sexual relationship with
the girl for two reasons: “because of the faith he owe[s] his wife / and because he serve[s] the
king” (475-76). But this arrangement—romancing Guilliadun without being able to consummate
his love—only causes Eliduc “great distress,” and it would seem that with his “kisses and
embraces” Eliduc has already broken the oath he made to his wife (477).
Eliduc’s toying with temptation is the complete opposite of both Daniel’s and Joseph’s
responses to their predicaments. Though he could easily stop praying to his God in order to
preserve his high position and save his life, Daniel breaks the law so he can remain true to his
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beliefs. Likewise, knowing that adultery with Potiphar’s wife would compromise his integrity
and be a sin against his God, Joseph refuses to even entertain the idea of an affair. Instead, he
flees her enticements. Eliduc’s treatment of his relationship with both his wife and with
Guilliadun, therefore, demonstrates a significant moral failing on his part. He is not mirroring the
spiritual examples found in the scriptures of the religion he claims to follow. Pursuing Guilliadun
is a two-fold sin, for not only would Eliduc be committing adultery (in Matthew 5:28 Jesus states
that looking at a woman lustfully is adultery), but he would also be breaking his promise to his
wife about remaining faithful to her (i.e., he would be lying).
Eliduc is so distressed by his romantic/sexual dilemma that he decides to take action, yet
it is unclear what he so deliberately intends when he goes to “speak to the king” (480).
Guilliadun is present when Eliduc finds the king, and the couple goes off to speak together.
During the conversation, “both [are] fired with love” (502). Guilliadun declares that Eliduc has
“taken possession of her being” and that “If she could not have him, / he could be sure of one
thing: / she would never have a living man” (512, 515-17; emphasis mine). This odd comment
almost implies that she would love a dead man (i.e., a deceased Eliduc) if he refuses her.
Interestingly, earlier in the lai, she makes a similar but blunter comment to her chamberlain: “If
[Eliduc] hates me nonetheless, / then he ought to die” (441-42). The morbid way that Guilliadun
connects love and death is reminiscent of Guigemar’s lady’s comment about wanting to die with
him if their tryst is discovered, as well as the actual deaths of Equitan and his lover in the
scalding bathtub. It would appear that, for Marie, illicit love relationships intertwine with death.
The patriarch Joseph’s encounter with Potiphar’s wife also involves threats of death: Joseph
would be executed if he had an affair with his lord’s wife, and the wife’s accusation of rape lands
Joseph in prison, where, presumably, he is supposed to rot. Eliduc’s story, coming at the end of
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Marie’s collection, builds on all the love-death linkages in the previous lais. Guilliadun’s
mention of death within a courtly romance hints at the wrongness of that love, anticipates the
disaster that soon befalls her and Eliduc, and echoes Scripture’s teaching regarding fidelity to
one’s spouse and one’s God.
Sinfully, then, Eliduc carries on a romantic relationship with Guilliadun while serving her
father. Although “there [is] no folly between them, / no frivolity, no shame” and only “courting
and speaking / and giving fine gifts,” the couple still “[make] their pledges to each other” and
love each other “painfully” (575-76, 579, 537, 573). Marie does not specify what Eliduc and
Guilliadun vow, but she does make clear that the girl “[doesn’t] know [Eliduc has] a wife” (584).
This places the guilt for the illicit relationship squarely on Eliduc and connects him to two more
biblical patriarchs, Abraham and Isaac, who also conceal the fact that they have wives. Abraham
denies that Sarah 22 is his wife and labels her his sister when their household arrives in Egypt to
wait out a famine in their own land of Canaan. Abraham gives Sarah his reason for lying about
their relationship: “I know that thou art a beautiful woman: And that when the Egyptians shall
see thee, they will say: She is his wife: and they will kill me, and keep thee. Say, therefore, I pray
thee, that thou art my sister: that I may be well used for thee, and that my soul may live for thy
sake” (Gen. 12:11-13). Abraham willingly risks the sanctity of his marriage to preserve his life—
except that he comes up with the idea to call Sarah his sister before his life is even threatened.
Later, he repeats this sin when he stays in the land of Abimelech, the king of Gerar, claiming
once again that Sarah is his sister so the men of the region will not kill him and take his wife. In
both cases, Abraham is confronted by pagan rulers regarding the sinfulness of denying Sarah is
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Abraham’s first denial of his wife Sarah takes place before God changes their original names,
Abram and Sarai. For consistency, the more familiar names, Abraham and Sarah, are used in this
paper.
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his wife. Abimelech is especially harsh: “What hast thou done to us?...thou hast done to us what
thou oughtest not to do” (Gen. 20:9). Abimelech’s words convict Abraham that his lie about
Sarah’s identity has not only risked her welfare, but also compromised the morality and
consciences of other innocent people. Abraham’s dishonesty could have allowed another man to
illegally marry Sarah, thereby making a bigamist of his wife and adulterers of those ignorant of
Sarah’s marital status.
Abraham and Sarah’s son Isaac imitates his father years later when he takes up residence
in Gerar. Fearing for his life on account of his wife Rebecca’s beauty, he tells the men of the city
that she is his sister. When the local ruler Abimelech 23 sees Isaac caressing his “sister” in a rather
intimate way, he confronts Isaac with the truth: “It is evident she is thy wife…Why hast thou
deceived us? Some man of the people might have lain with thy wife, and thou hadst brought
upon us a great sin” (Gen. 26:9-10). Once again, Abimelech, the pagan, identifies the sinfulness
of the man of God. Isaac’s lie puts Rebecca in danger of sexual assault and places the men of
Gerar in a position of possibly (and unknowingly) committing the sin of adultery.
This biblical pattern of men lying about having wives and other people falling victim to
those deceits is played out in Eliduc as well. However, Eliduc does not fear for his life because
of other men lusting after his wife. Rather, it is his own selfish desires—the same that lead to his
whining when he feels mistreated—that propel his sin of omission and place Guilliadun in a
similar position to the pharaoh of Genesis 12 and the Abimelech(s) of Genesis 20 and 26.
Whether these victims of untruth can be blamed for not asking enough questions or for being too
trusting, the biblical text makes it clear that, had the misguided men entered into sexual
relationships with Abraham’s or Isaac’s wives, they would have also sinned, even though they
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This is most likely a different Abimelech than the ruler in Genesis 20.
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believed the women unmarried. Marie is more gracious toward Guilliadun in Eliduc, ensuring
that the reader knows the girl’s ignorance and does not fault her for it. Because Eliduc appears to
be the epitome of knighthood and as such is expected to be a person of honor, Guilliadun is
given no reason to suspect that she is being led on by a married man. Eliduc is even victorious in
his battles on behalf of Guilliadun’s father. Marie’s comment “everything went well for him” is
reminiscent of similar summaries in the biblical story of Joseph (Eliduc 549). But Eliduc’s
achievements seem to be a mockery of the biblical precedent of godly men being blessed with
success and ungodly men being frustrated in their endeavors. Marie writes that he is “highly
respected for his bravery, / his wisdom, and his generosity”; yet Eliduc is afraid to tell the truth
about his marital status, unwisely lies to his lord and his new lady, and is definitely not generous
in the consideration he gives to the poor, loyal spouse he leaves at home (547-48).
In fact, instead of Eliduc suffering setbacks for his sin (as David does in II Samuel), it is
his first lord who “los[es] all his castles” and whose “land [is] being laid waste” (555-56). The
harried lord sends word to Eliduc, apologizing for treating him wrongly and begging Eliduc to
honor their previous oath of fealty. Without the problem of Eliduc’s extramarital love for
Guilliadun, the lai could end at this point—with Eliduc and his first lord reconciled. However,
Eliduc cannot relinquish his desire for Guilliadun and begins plotting how he can continue the
relationship even though he must return home. In his deliberations, he echoes Guilliadun’s
earlier association between love and death: “If I have to leave her, / one of us must die, / or
perhaps both” (591-93). He also exhibits regret for the situation he has gotten himself into: “I
have acted very badly. / I have been in this country too long. / If only I had never seen this
land…This is bad in every way” (585-87, 603). Eliduc contemplates marriage to Guilliadun as a
solution to his separation anxiety, but his “Christianity would not allow it” (602). Nevertheless,
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he vows to “always do right by her” (606). Guilliadun faints when Eliduc announces his
imminent departure; but to calm her, Eliduc promises to return for her.
In his own land, Eliduc becomes “of great use” to his lord, who “follow[s] his advice”
while Eliduc “[keeps] watch over the whole country” (742-44). Again, Eliduc vaults into the
Joseph-like position of most trusted vassal. However, as the time he promised to return to
Guilliadun approaches, Eliduc “under[takes] to make peace” and “reconcile[s] all the king’s
enemies” in order to free himself from his first lord’s service and return to Guilliadun (747-48).
Marie implies here that Eliduc holds the condition of his lord’s lands in his hands—he can make
war or confer peace, which he does for his own purposes and at his convenience. Once more,
Eliduc places his own desires above everything else.
In his preparations to return to Guilliadun, Eliduc demonstrates that he knows the
immorality of the errand he will undertake and tries to limit knowledge of his sin to a few trusted
men. He takes with him “two of his nephews, whom he very much love[s], / and one of his
chamberlains— / the one who knew the situation, / who had carried his messages— / and his
squires only; / he didn’t want anyone else” (751-56). Whereas earlier Eliduc takes one knight
with him when he first meets Guilliadun, presumably to eliminate the possibility of sowing seeds
of romance or giving the impression of doing so to anyone who might hear of their encounter,
now Eliduc limits the number of his companions because he intends to do something wrong and
does not want anyone to know about it—except the few men he needs to help him sail his vessel.
What Eliduc believes is love between himself and Guilliadun drives him to make poor choices
and deceive those to whom he owes loyalty. Eliduc compounds his guilt by asking his
handpicked men to “pledge and swear / to keep his whole affair secret,” which they presumably
do (757-58). Once Eliduc arrives in Guilliadun’s land, the additional precautions he takes further
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reveal the guilt in his soul: he chooses “lodging far from the harbor” because he does not “want
to be seen, / or found or recognized” and sends his chamberlain, disguised, to fetch Guilliadun
“at night, when it [is] dark” (764-66, 771). After Guilliadun meets him in the forest outside the
city, all of Eliduc’s actions become hasty. He “[goes] off quickly” holding the reins of
Guilliadun’s horse, and they “[enter] a boat immediately” (808, 810). Again, Marie emphasizes
how the only people on the ship are the fleeing couple and Eliduc’s men. Clearly, Eliduc knows
his return to Guilliadun and his spiriting her off to his own land breaks two oaths he has
previously made: the oath of fidelity to his wife and the oath of fealty to Guilliadun’s father.
At first, it seems as if Eliduc’s sinful behavior will go unpunished, for “they [have] good
wind / and good weather” during most of their voyage (813-14). However, as they near Eliduc’s
land, “a storm [breaks] out at sea— / a wind [rises] before them, / driving them far from the
harbor; / it [breaks] and split[s] their mast / and [tears] their sail” (816-20). All onboard “[call] on
God devoutly, / on Saint Nicholas and Saint Clement, / and on my lady Saint Mary, / to seek help
from her son / to save them from dying / and let them reach harbor” (821-26). As she does with
the ship episode in Guigemar, during the storm at sea in Eliduc Marie again recalls the account
of the biblical prophet Jonah.
The book of Jonah begins with God calling the prophet to go to Nineveh and preach
against its wickedness. Instead of obeying God, Jonah boards a ship and heads in the opposite
direction; but he finds that he cannot escape God, who “sen[ds] a great wind into the sea,”
causing “a great tempest” and putting the ship “in danger to be broken” (Jon. 1:4). The reaction
of the sailors in the biblical storm is the same as those in Eliduc: They immediately “[cry] to
their god” (Jon. 1:5). As in Eliduc, the prayers are ineffective, for the storm continues to rage and
imperil the lives onboard. The sailors on Jonah’s ship take action and attempt to lighten their
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vessel—their absolute desperation evident in the fact that they throw their “wares” overboard,
the means by which they make their livelihood (Jon. 1:5). Meanwhile, Jonah falls asleep in the
“inner part of the ship,” until the shipmaster rouses him, pleading, “Why art thou fast asleep? rise
up, call upon thy God, if so be that God will think of us, that we may not perish” (Jon. 1:5-6).
Out of options, the sailors cast lots in an attempt to discover who among them is to blame for this
disaster. The lot falls to Jonah, who explains that he is fleeing from “the Lord the God of heaven,
who made both the sea and the dry land” (Jon. 1:9). When the terrified sailors plead with Jonah
to give them something to do to appease this God, Jonah answers, “Take me up, and cast me into
the sea, and the sea shall be calm to you: for I know that for my sake this great tempest is upon
you” (Jon. 1:12). Rather than relinquish Jonah to certain death, the sailors attempt to “[row] hard
to return to land,” but their efforts are in vain. Pleading to God not to hold them guilty for
Jonah’s death, the sailors finally toss him overboard; and the sea instantly becomes calm. What
looks like Jonah’s doom becomes his salvation when a “great fish” swallows him and after three
days “vomit[s] [him] out…on dry land” (Jon. 2:1, 11). The humbled prophet then goes to
Nineveh and preaches there in obedience to God.
Marie’s readers surely would have known the story of Jonah and the storm and the great
fish—so it would not have been a surprise to them when a sailor, one of Eliduc’s select
entourage, “loudly” accuses his lord of causing the storm and suggests a violent solution to end
it: “What are we doing? / Sire, you have inside with you / the one who is causing our deaths. /
We’ll never reach land. / You already have a faithful wife / but you’re bringing another back / in
defiance of God and the law / of right and of faith. / Let us throw her into the sea, / so we can get
home safely” (Eliduc 830-40). The sailor’s initial question indicates that he clearly realizes two
things: first, the wrongness of the errand Eliduc has taken them on, the storm serving as a
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possible punishment. Eliduc already has a wife—a woman above repute, wise, and beautiful. He
does not need, nor can he legally have, another wife. Second, the sailor seems to think the
solution to the problem of the storm is obvious. The evil on board must be purged in order for the
sailors to be saved. Even though he recognizes the guilt that he, Eliduc, and the rest of the men
share in bringing Guilliadun home with them (“What are we doing?”), the vocal sailor views the
princess as the evil which must be eliminated.
It is unclear whether the sailor expects Guilliadun to be saved from the sea by a fish, but
Eliduc, in his rage at the sailor’s words, interprets them to mean killing Guilliadun as the source
of his sin. However, as Brewster E. Fitz notes:
If one assume[s] that the expulsion of a guilty passenger would abate the storm—a sign
and a result of divine reprobation—it stands to reason that Eliduc, not Guilliadun, should
be thrown into the sea…Were Eliduc, however, to follow Jonah’s example and ask his
men to throw him into the stormy sea, there would be no reason for the storm to cease:
There is a difference between the Old Testament boat, in which all passengers except
Jonah are innocent and unaware of who is guilty, and Eliduc’s boat, in which all
passengers except Guilliadun are aware that they are guilty. (543-44)
Earlier in the lai, Marie makes clear that Guilliadun does not know that Eliduc is already
married. She is an innocent party in Eliduc’s would-be adultery. Nevertheless, in her complicity
to sneak out of her father’s kingdom and into Eliduc’s while Eliduc still owes loyalty to her
father, Guilliadun is an accomplice to Eliduc’s bending, if not breaking, his oath of fealty to his
second lord. Hence, contrary to Fitz’s argument, there are no real innocent parties on the ship
heading home to Eliduc’s land—a fact which differentiates the lai’s storm episode from its
biblical counterpart.
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For a moment, therefore, it seems as if there is no solution but death at sea for Eliduc and
his guilty shipmates. Calling the accusatory sailor a “rotten, / filthy traitor,” Eliduc “almost
[goes] mad with anger” at the suggestion of harming his love: “If you had let my love go / I’d
have made you pay for it” (Eliduc 842-46). There is no comforting the shocked princess, though,
who loses consciousness despite Eliduc’s efforts to calm her. Guilliadun’s deathlike faint
convinces Eliduc that the shock of discovering he is already married has killed her, precluding
the need to sacrifice her as a second Jonah. Upon seeing Guilliadun lying on the deck of the ship,
Eliduc seeks immediate vengeance on the man who revealed his secret, striking him with an oar
and then throwing him overboard where “the waves [carry] the body away” (864). It can be
argued that Eliduc is justified in killing the sailor since he had presumed to give instruction to his
lord and had broken the oath of secrecy he had taken regarding Eliduc’s mission to retrieve
Guilliadun; but the text indicates that the murder was not a punishment for treason. Nor does
Eliduc sacrifice his man in an effort to calm the storm, but rather out of anger and a desire for
revenge. 24 Still, two problems remain: Guilliadun is not really dead, and the storm has not
abated.
It is significant that the sailor’s death fails to calm the storm. According to the Jonah
motif, this would mean either that the sailor was innocent or that his words to Eliduc were
untrue. But again, no one on board the ship is completely blameless—Marie manipulates the
biblical elements she borrows in order to make a point about both love and sin. The love that
Eliduc believes he has with Guilliadun drives him to irrationality, deceit, and violence. He began

24

Eliduc’s murder of the sailor by hitting him with an oar before throwing him into the sea
eliminates the possibility that the man could be saved by a fish as in the biblical Jonah story.
This again indicates Eliduc’s determination to exact vengeance—not attempt to save his men—
for what he perceives as Guilliadun’s death.
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the lai as an ideal knight; but he has become almost a madman, ruthlessly killing those who
question his decisions and morality. With regard to the death of the sailor, Fitz notes, “It seems,
therefore, as if Eliduc’s killing the sailor would only compound his guilt, thereby making it even
more difficult to bring the boat safely into the haven” (543). However, after tossing his traitorous
man’s dead body off the ship, an enraged Eliduc “[takes] over the helm” of the floundering
vessel and “continue[s] to pilot the boat / until he reach[es] the harbor and [brings] it to land”
(Eliduc 866-68). In a way, he is victorious over the storm. He does not calm it, but its power over
him is limited when he is able to successfully navigate his ship home by pure determination and
anger. Compared to the biblical account of Jonah, Eliduc defies God not once but twice—first in
bringing home Guilliadun and second in escaping the storm that can be seen as a divine
chastisement for his sin of infidelity.
Despite his guilt and fear of discovery, Eliduc is greatly concerned that Guilliadun, as the
daughter of a king, be buried “with great honor, with a fine service / in a consecrated cemetery”
(880-81). For the time being, though, Eliduc has a bed made up for Guilliadun in front of the
altar in a chapel close to Eliduc’s own estates and vows to “give enough of his land / to found an
abbey / and…establish a convent of monks, / or of nuns or canons, / who would always pray for
her” (897-901). He also promises to “become a monk” himself on the day that he buries his love;
that way “each day on [her] tomb / [he could] make [his] grief resound” (949-50). Eliduc intends
to mourn Guilliadun for the rest of his life as a sort of penance for his part in her death. But
neither his placing her in front of the altar as a kind of sacrifice, nor his resolve to do penance
can remove Eliduc’s sins or bring the peace that he seeks: For he cannot give up something
which he has never actually possessed (Guilliadun), and he cannot ask forgiveness for an act
which he would eagerly commit if he knew the girl were still alive. Ironically, in his noble
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thoughts of sacrifice and penance, Eliduc does not express regret for having lied to Guilliadun or
for having taken her away from her home. He merely seems upset that she has died (and perhaps
disappointed that he was never able to consummate their relationship). In his focus on his own
grief and future, Eliduc’s self-centeredness reveals itself once again—he even logically thinks
about the proximity of his home to the chapel: “he could be there for dinner”—while his love
supposedly lies lifeless before him (888).
Despite his focus on himself, Eliduc frequents the girl’s temporary resting place and
notices “a great wonder”: in her supernatural coma, Guilliadun still looks lovely and is only “a
bit paler” than she had been in life (971, 974). Eliduc kneels before her and “pray[s] for her soul”
(976). Suspicious and concerned about where her husband keeps sneaking off to, Eliduc’s wife
Guildeluec has him followed and herself seeks out the chapel to see what draws her husband’s
attention and causes his grief. The loyal wife discovers Guilliadun, “resembl[ing] a new rose”
and realizes the truth that her husband loves another woman (1012). Rather than flying into a
rage, the wise, noble lady begins “to weep / and to mourn for the girl,” telling her valet that she
understands how her husband suffers “if such a lovely woman has perished” (1029-30, 1026).
While the lady mourns, a weasel 25 runs “out from beneath the altar” and across the body of
Guilliadun (1033). The valet kills the beast; but shortly her mate arrives and, unable to wake her,
“[gives] signs of grieving” (1044). The creature leaves the chapel, treks to the woods, and returns
with “a flower in his teeth, / a red one,” which he places in the mouth of his dead mate (1047-
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In the Middle Ages, weasels were believed to symbolize those who “willingly accept by ear
the seed of God’s word, but who, shackled by the love of earthly things, put it away in the wrong
place” (White 93). As will be discussed further, Guilliadun, as the representation of the flesh and
its desires, needs the help of Guildeluec, the personification of the soul, to relinquish her love of
“earthly things” and progress to a love relationship with God. It is, therefore, significant that a
weasel is both the sacrifice and means of salvation for the “dead” Guilliadun.
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48). The weasel revives, and the observant lady quickly “retrieve[s]…the very lovely flower”
and places it in Guilliadun’s mouth so that she regains consciousness (1059, 1062). The devout
wife “thank[s] God” for the girl’s recovery, and Guilliadun tells her story—including accusations
against Eliduc for the wrong he has done to her: “he sinned when he deceived me; / he had a
wife, but he didn’t tell me / or ever give me any idea about that” (1076-78). She finishes her
account by concluding, “Whoever believes in a man is very foolish” (1084). 26
In an allegorical sense, the two women in Eliduc’s life can be viewed as components of
his self: Guildeluec, his wife, represents his soul; and Guilliadun, his lover, symbolizes his flesh.
Guildeluec is Eliduc’s true wife, and she remains at home—without wandering—where she
should be. In fact, the text specifically notes how Eliduc “leaves his wife at home [in his own
land],” under the protection of his men and his friends (71). When Eliduc is in the presence of his
“noble and wise” wife, though, he is exposed to her prudence and sagacity (9). She is “very
lovely,” but any mention of her beauty is always accompanied by an observation of her wisdom
and “worth[iness]” (710). She is able to discern right and wrong, and she is constant—even when
Eliduc is not.
By contrast, Guilliadun is immature and naïve. She lives in a foreign land, and Eliduc
discovers her accidentally—after he leaves his homeland to “enjoy himself for a while” (70). She
is a temptation thrown in the path of his spiritual life. At first, he tries (perhaps halfheartedly) to
resist the lure to love her, but he is unable to ignore her beauty. Marie never describes Guilliadun
26

This idea of reliance on another human being is one that Marie threads throughout her
collection of lais. Over and over she presents various human relationships—often romantic, but
always flawed in some way. Here, she reveals the reason for struggle in passionate associations:
dependence on other people. Each character in the Lais, no matter how good or heroic, is flawed
in some way. Eliduc’s wife is probably the character closest to perfection, but even she is
deceived by Eliduc’s posturing of love and fidelity towards her. Instead, what Marie gives her
readers are repeated pictures of the failings of humanity to find and demonstrate a perfect love.
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as noble or wise, but focuses instead on her physical attributes: She is “marriageable” and
repeatedly described as “lovely” (95, 294). Guilliadun tempts Eliduc with gifts to persuade him
to love her. She wears an impractical “silk gown, / finely embroidered with gold,” when she
clandestinely leaves her own land without her father’s/lord’s permission (796-97). In essence,
she does what she wants, regardless of how foolish; and she is almost completely superficial.
The only hint at depth in Guilliadun’s character is when she realizes the uselessness of complete
dependence upon another human being—but even then, before the conclusion of the lai, she still
ends up marrying the man who deceived her.
As noted earlier, Guilliadun does not mince words when she threatens to kill Eliduc if he
does not return her affections. This connection between love and death, present in Marie’s other
lais as well, does not emerge vis-à-vis Guildeluec. The love between the knight and his true wife
is mutual—before Guilliadun enters the story. When the lai opens, the couple has already “lived
together a long time / and loved each other loyally” (11-12). Eliduc is at home and at peace with
his wife and his soul—until his pride 27 is wounded after his first lord’s dismissal. This incident
leads Eliduc to other sins as well. As Brumlik notes, “The hero’s loss of feudal stability is
rapidly followed by political and marital disloyalty, which brings him to the brink of disaster.
There is an implied relationship in these lais between feudal and marital responsibility” (7). In
fact, after the rejection by his first lord, in a foreign land Eliduc follows an ancient and common
pattern of sins: lust of the eyes, lust of the flesh, and pride of life. 28 He sees Guilliadun, he wants
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In the twelfth century with the rise of the merchant class, the worst sin (according to the
Church) became avarice. However, prior to this social change, pride, “the characteristic vice of
knights,” was at the top of the Church’s list of seven deadly sins (Rusconi 214). For women,
vanity was judged to be their most common spiritual stumbling block. Hence, Eliduc in his pride
and Guilliadun in her vanity are representative of the typical sins of people of their respective
sexes and social stations.
28
Cf. Genesis 3.
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Guilliadun, and no one can keep him from having what he desires. Eliduc has hardly been away
from his home when he is tempted by fleshly desires (represented by Guilliadun). All of his
flirting with infidelity while overseas leads to Eliduc’s and Guilliadun’s repeated emphasis on
death—desired and unavoidable if their sexual appetites are not satisfied. It is true that he
wrestles with his knowledge of right and wrong, but in stealing Guilliadun away from her home,
Eliduc capitulates to his sexual desires, a sin which leads to more sin: dishonesty, betrayal of his
wife’s loyalty, and unfaithfulness to his second lord, Guilliadun’s father.
At the end of the lai, Eliduc faces a conundrum: he believes Guilliadun to be his true
love, but the bond he still has with his wife/soul, Guildeluec, prevents him from satisfying his
physical desires. His wife, ever good and morally loftier than all the other characters in this lai,
makes herself a sacrifice to Eliduc’s temporal lusts, taking the veil and removing herself as an
obstacle to Eliduc’s union with Guilliadun. Guildeluec does not move far from Eliduc, though.
Instead, Eliduc’s promise to construct a church on his own land so she can “start her religious
order” places all three metaphorical divisions of Eliduc’s self in close proximity (Eliduc 1131).
Prior to this point in the story, Eliduc’s promises have often been found to be worthless, but in
this case he keeps his word, perhaps because honoring this promise allows him to get what he
wants: Guilliadun. It is interesting to note, though, that the chapel Eliduc constructs for
Guildeluec was originally intended as the final resting place of Guilliadun when she was
believed to be deceased. Hence, where the “flesh” dies, the “spirit” lives—which is reminiscent
of Romans 8:13, “For if you live according to the flesh, you shall die: but if by the Spirit you
mortify the deeds of the flesh, you shall live.”
An extramarital romantic dalliance with Guilliadun only leads to suffering and near-death
for Eliduc, and one would expect that he would have to renounce his desire for her and return to
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his wife in order to set his waywardness straight and find his way to God. However, once
Guildeluec is established in her abbey, Eliduc and Guilliadun marry. Marie is careful to note that
“there [is] perfect love” between the newly wedded couple (1150). Thus, at least at the start of
this union, Eliduc’s elevation of his fleshly desires seems successful—just as his ability to row
the ship to shore in the storm gives the appearance of his thwarting God. But in the lai’s final
lines, Marie explains just why Eliduc and Guilliadun’s love is perfect: “They gave great alms and
did great good, / so much so that they turned to God” (1151-52; emphasis mine). The love
between the knight and the girl moves them first to charitable service and ultimately to a love of
God. Marie is not specific regarding exactly how this transformation from fleshly desires to
spiritual ones occurs; but as Mickel observes, “[Guildeluec’s] love seems to take root in the
united couple in that they both devote themselves to the work of the Lord” (“Marie” 273). In
other words, Eliduc’s wife/soul Guildeluec remains nearby Eliduc’s home and most likely,
through her prayers and religious devotion, is a dynamic force in the change that is seen in the
couple.
Once Eliduc’s and Guilliadun’s ascent to the highest form of love is complete, they both
enter monastic orders. Marie writes that Eliduc “found[s] a church / to which he [gives] most of
his land / and all his gold and silver,” after which he “[gives] and render[s] himself up / to serve
almighty God” (Eliduc 1155-57, 1163-64). Eliduc (along with nearly all his earthly possessions)
has become a sacrifice, given freely to God. He surrenders his fleshly desires (signified by
Guilliadun) as well as his very self in his pursuit of forgiveness and spiritual renewal. Though as
a man he is not physically present in the same monastery as his two wives, it can be assumed that
the three are generally located in the same area—still on Eliduc’s land in the religious
establishments he built when he returned home for the final time.
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While his two wives “[pray] to God for their friend— / that He would have mercy on
him,” Eliduc prays for them as well and constantly sends messages to inquire “how each [is]
doing” (1171-72, 1176). There is no need for Eliduc to ask God for mercy for his wives.
Guildeluec, the personification of the soul, is sinless in the lai and takes specific care of
Guilliadun when the younger woman takes the veil. Marie writes that Guildeluec “receive[s]
[Guilliadun] as her sister / and [gives] her great honor” (1167-68). Guildeluec “encourage[s] her
to serve God” and “instruct[s]” her how to do so in their religious community (1169-70).
Metaphorically, then, the soul ministers to the flesh, moving it with its worldly, physical desires
toward a love of God. Instead, it is Eliduc for whom intercession must be made, for he is the
sinner in the lai—selfish, lustful, unfocused on God. Before his religious vows, Guilliadun, the
embodiment of physical desire, is what Eliduc “so cherished”; yet even for him, a life of
Christian dedication redeems his self-centered sinfulness (1166). He now inquires after both
women, not just Guilliadun, a fact that indicates his increasing concern for the welfare of others.
As she does with Guilliadun, the quiet, unfaltering intercession of the soul-like Guildeluec draws
the sinner and his fleshly desires to a higher union with God.
Marie emphasizes once more at the close of the lai the nature of the perfect love that
binds together all three main characters: “Each one took great pains / to love God in good faith /
and they made a very good end, / thanks to God, the divine truth” (1177-80). Marie wants her
readers to clearly understand that after all of Eliduc’s lying and conniving, the greatest possible
love is the result. This is not surprising given the biblical imagery of death and resurrection that
is seen over and over in this lai. Repeatedly, Marie employs elements of biblical stories with
themes of forgiveness, redemption, and renewed relationship with God. Daniel is saved from
certain death to continue his faithful worship. Joseph is rescued from his brothers and their evil
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intents, from Potiphar’s seductive wife and her misguided husband, from being forgotten in
prison—to rise to a position of power in Egypt at a time of need and provide not only food but
also forgiveness to his brothers. The deceitful and fearful Abraham and Isaac become fathers of
God’s chosen people, forgiven the sins which stemmed from their lack of trust. Jonah, in whose
story the Church Fathers saw “a lesson on the efficacy of repentance and the greatness of God’s
mercy,” is not dismissed from God’s service because of his disobedience, but is brought back to
a relationship with God through a harrowing, but merciful trip inside a fish (Jeffrey, “Jonah”
409). Like these flawed biblical human beings, Eliduc also wavers between flesh and soul,
tempted by the first, but tied to the second.
It is this fact, perhaps, that is the key to the lai’s title, for Marie notes at the beginning
how the story was previously called Eliduc, but “now the name has been changed” to Guildeluec
and Gualadun, 29 “for it happened to the women” (24-25). The lai is not about Eliduc, but about
his soul and his flesh—as such, it is the story of every person. As Deborah Nelson writes, “More
than a simple account of the adventures of a married knight who falls in love with a princess in a
foreign land, Eliduc is most meaningfully interpreted as an allegory of the temptation and fall of
man and his subsequent redemption” (37). There is certainly a metaphorical aspect to Eliduc, one
which emphasizes what the Apostle Paul writes in Ephesians 6:12, “For our wrestling is not
against flesh and blood; but against principalities and powers, against the rulers of the world of
this darkness, against the spirits of wickedness in the high places.” Eliduc’s real struggle is not
with his first lord or with the loud sailor on the ship or even with Guilliadun’s father (who must
wonder what has happened to his child). Rather, the battle and the story take place within Eliduc:
his flesh against his soul. And although his weak flesh fails for much of the lai, Eliduc still finds
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This is an alternate spelling of Guilliadun’s name. Cf. Hanning and Ferrante 196.
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redemption. In the end, all three human characters in Eliduc “[take] great pains” to faithfully
love God; and in that pursuit of a divine love relationship, they make “a very good end.” In fact,
they make the best ending of any lai in the collection. For only through God’s enabling them—
God, “the divine truth,” opposed to the lying, lustful, proud Eliduc—do Eliduc’s characters
discover true love: not a human love, but a divine one.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
In The Art of Courtly Love, Andreas Capellanus claims that “No one can love anywhere
except where the spirit of love leads him and his will compels him” (I.6.139). If this statement is
true for Marie’s Lais, then Guigemar, Equitan, and Eliduc could be excused their unwise
romantic associations and perhaps even pardoned for their fleshly lusts—after all, they would not
have a choice regarding whom they love. However, rather than depicting helpless humans under
the sway of irresistible Fate, so to speak, Marie de France allows her characters to make choices.
Guigemar decides to shoot the hind that curses him and sends him on a search for female
affection before “love [strikes] him to the quick” (Guigemar 379). Equitan deliberately pursues
the seneschal’s wife prior to “Love draft[ing] him into his service” (Equitan 54). In Eliduc’s
case, “Love sen[ds]…a message” to Guilliadun “commanding her to love [Eliduc],” rather than
demanding amorous feelings from the knight, who knows that even the thought of loving the
princess betrays his wife’s trust (Eliduc 304-05). For each of the title characters, then, the
propensity for disaster associated with courtly romance exists before their affairs even begin.
Furthermore, in each lai, the protagonists leave their homes for other lands where they
participate in courtly romances. This absence from home (or, one’s castle or wife), as discussed
earlier, can be equated with separation from one’s soul. Indeed, Guigemar, Equitan, and Eliduc
all encounter temptation and indulge in extramarital affairs while abroad. Moreover, the three
men change once they have begun their trysts—each one becomes increasingly irrational,
unwise, selfish, and violent. It is important to note, though, that these men who fall prey to lust
are not average. Rather, Marie describes each of them as extraordinary. Guigemar has no “equal”
as a knight; Equitan is a “most courtly” king who is “dearly loved in his own land”; and Eliduc is
the “most valiant” knight in all of Brittany (Guigemar 56; Equitan 11, 14; Eliduc 8). Yet, the
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lives of these illustrious, successful, and beloved men are hijacked by romantic love—proving to
Marie’s readers that such catastrophes and tragedies can happen to anyone who engages in the
game of courtly romance.
For Guigemar and Equitan, there is no return home to their souls after they have begun
their affairs. Guigemar presumably travels somewhere with his lady after rescuing her from
Meriaduc’s clutches, but it is doubtful the couple returns to either one’s home since the lady is
still married and can neither join Guigemar in his castle as his wife nor take him to her husband’s
castle as her lover. Guigemar’s story of courtly romance, therefore, most likely ends in self-exile.
Equitan, as a result of his evil plotting with the seneschal’s wife, loses the love and respect of his
people when he neglects to see to their needs (especially with regard to producing an heir). He
dies away from home, his sins unconfessed and unforgiven. Eliduc is the only one of the three
protagonists to return home to his soul, though he also experiences great trials and suffering.
Despite the fact that he finally finds both romantic love and divine love at the end of Marie’s
closing lai, Eliduc ultimately chooses to devote himself to spiritual things, not fleshly ones—and
Marie deliberately points out that he makes “a very good end” (Eliduc 1179).
In all three lais, Marie uses the characters’ experiences with courtly romance to
demonstrate that people can experience powerful love with other people. But such love, although
thrilling and inspiring at times, yields to the demands of the body, annihilates self-control,
compromises integrity, and causes severe pain. Human love is, like humans themselves, always
flawed. It is easily confused with lust and infused with selfishness. Therefore, Marie presents her
readers (as well as her characters) with an alternative to courtly love: divine love. Love is not
perfect until it leads one upward—to God. Divine love is the only truly unifying love, as it
moves people to charity and selflessness. In essence, then, Marie issues a call for people to return
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to their souls. There is no need to “leave home” and seek love elsewhere; the deepest love is “at
home” with God. However, if one happens to wander from his/her soul, God’s love is such that it
can be rediscovered in repentance, forgiveness, and renewal. According to the motif of
resurrection that Marie presents through allusions to biblical characters such as Daniel, Joseph,
David, and Jonah, a relationship with God is not limited by humanity’s failings. Rather, people’s
mistakes can become the soul’s means to uniting (or reuniting) with God. Hence, Marie presents
a redemptive love in her Lais—an ideal that no courtly romance, however perfect, can ever
proffer.
This fact about divine love and its representation in the Lais has been overlooked by
critics, who are usually content to argue that the Lais merely present variations on the theme of
courtly love; some, however, accept that there is more to the Lais than simple romance. For
instance, Mickel argues, “When the love [presented in the Lais] is not simply cupidity, the reader
is soon led to issues of a spiritual and moral nature” (“Reconsideration” 65). Mortimer J.
Donovan proposes, “Each [lai] represents a human experience, seen first dimly as if controlled
by Fortune, but later explicated as part of the divine plan, as conflict is followed by calm and
understanding” (34). Michael Calabrese poetically observes, “When all else fails or is exhausted
and the priorities of love become nebulous, the sacred walls to the community of heaven on earth
are always there to receive the weary lover, who, like an aging troubadour, hears the divine
calling” (102). While these scholars refer to the fact that Marie includes some concept of divine
love in the Lais, they neither explore nor explain what that divine love actually is or if/how one
can attain it. Through this study of biblical elements in the Lais, I hope to have closed this gap in
the scholarship on Marie de France and her work. Further study of the other lais in her collection
is warranted in order to even more thoroughly illuminate the conflict they present between
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courtly and divine love in light of the proliferation of biblical elements in the three lais examined
here.
Although Marie was certainly not the only author in the Middle Ages to borrow biblical
elements and to discuss love between people and God, she definitely modified and altered
scriptural motifs in a way that was unique to her style and which allowed her to intertwine the
sacred and the secular, divine and courtly love. If one is to believe Hugh of Saint-Victor in his
insistence that every text has layers to explicate, and if one follows Marie’s direction in the
Prologue to “gloss the letter / and supply its significance,” one will come to the conclusion that,
through Marie’s use of biblical stories and themes, the Lais indeed demonstrate to both
characters and readers the flaws of courtly (human) love and the superiority of divine love (1516).
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